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Abstract 
 
This dissertation seeks to explore the CSR drivers and to identify the social 
meaning of CSR in South Korea. To succeed in its aim, the dissertation will 
employ the institutional theory because it provides a framework of analysing 
various social aspects. Also, corporate citizenship theory is applied to discuss the 
role of government and an effect of globalisation as a key CSR driver. This paper 
defines globalisation in the South Korean context and how that benefits to the 
society. Further, to recognise where Korean CSR positions in the global context, 
it takes general comparison on CSR governance system with UK. The research 
draws on a qualitative approach to explore socially constructed meaning of CSR 
in South Korea by a method of interview and document analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
This dissertation seeks to identify the social meaning and the drivers of CSR in 
South Korea with institutional perspectives. To succeed in its aim, this chapter 
tries to figure out the relationship between government and business focusing on 
historical perspectives of CSR. 
 
Since the Korean War in 1950, the South Korean government has successfully 
led rapid economic developments, called ³miracle of Han River´ notably during 
the 1960s till the1980s (Yoo and Lee 1987; Norton 1998). As its driving forces, 
government used export oriented policy and heavy (Krueger 1980) and industry 
promotion policy (Christensen and Cummings 1981) through the strong 
relationship between the government and ³chaebol´ groups which is defined as a 
business group consisting of big conglomerates companies which are owned and 
managed by family members or relatives in many diversified business areas (Yoo 
and Lee 1987; Baek, Kang and Lee 2006). This process created a special form of 
relationship with government that probably became one of the fundamental 
reasons of Corporate Social Irresponsibility in South Korea (Lee, S., Yoo, S. and 
Lee, T. 1991). 
 
What drives Corporate Social Responsibility (hereafter CSR) in South Korean 
society? The motivation of why corporations behave in a socially responsible way 
has been examined by many scholars. Campbell (2007) represents that the 
relationship between economic conditions and other institutional conditions (e.g. 
regulations, institutionalised norms of corporate behaviour and stakeholder 
dialogues etc.) motivate corporation¶s responsible behaviour. Also, different 
structures of capitalism can be a significant factor to shape the different pattern 
of corporate governance to engage with CSR (Kang and Moon 2012). Since the 
major South Korean industries have been historically initiated by government, 
the historical origins of Korean economic development would be an important 
factor to understand CSR in the social context of South Korea (Brammer, 
Jackson and Matten 2012). 
 
By focusing on the relationship between government and chaebol groups, this 
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dissertation seeks to explore the root of Korean conglomerates¶ CSR and CSIR 
(Corporate Social Irresponsibility) and the recent CSR issue, economic 
democracy and shared growth (Porter and Kramer 2011). Also, it will be 
examined and conceptualised how South Korean business and society 
understand CSR and what the key CSR drivers are, through the literature review 
and intense semi-structured interviews with government officials, business 
managers and NGOs in South Korea. Then, its CSR governance is generally 
compared with UK which shows the characteristic of Liberal Market Economy 
(Gond, Kang and Moon 2012). 
 
 
1.1 Purpose of the research 
 
What does CSR mean to the South Korean society? The meaning of CSR is not 
always clear because CSR has been evolved through many debates (McWilliams 
and Siegel 2001). The meaning of CSR in South Korea is being constructed 
among the contested concepts (Shamir, R. 2004; Okoye, A. 2009). 
 
As an umbrella concept (Gond and Moon 2011), the meaning of CSR has 
changed for example, CSR as a way to increase profits (Friedman 1970), the 
four main CSR areas of economic, legal, ethical and discretionary responsibility 
(Carroll 1979), CSR as they relate to the firm¶s societal relationships (Wood 
1991), and CSR as Corporate citizenship administering citizenship rights for 
individuals (Matten and Crane 2005). 
 
As a Korean citizen, the reason for embarking on this research is to find out 
³What drives CSR? An Institutional Analysis in South Korean Context ,´ comes 
from my professional experiences which enabled me to have a sound 
understanding of social and political systems in South Korea. My 12 year work 
experience has seen me being in charge of government relations in different 
industries and worked with various public and private corporations as a CSR 
consultant in South Korea. This enabled me to become familiar with the business 
and society interface and its issues in South Korea such as shared growth and 
economic democracy (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). 
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Also, corporation¶s isomorphism through the global standards or CSR initiatives 
(e.g. ISO 26000, 14001, 9001 and GRI etc.) has been an area of interest. 
Especially, as Okoye (2009) argues CSR manager¶s consciousness and 
understanding of the CSR, as a contested concept, needs to be examined further. 
Therefore, this dissertation aims to firstly explore how South Korea understands 
CSR under its contested concept, and secondly what motivates Korean 
businesses to engage with CSR, and thirdly how Korean CSR differs from United 
Kingdom and Japan would be briefly concluded in a general level. 
 
Firstly, to know how South Korean society understands CSR is important because 
it could explain Korean corporation¶s scope and boundary of CSR activities. Since 
CSR is a different approach, corporations in South Korea seem to be confused 
about the meaning by limiting it into philanthropic activities. In business 
decision-making, the perception of CSR boundary can be one of the key factors 
for further investment (Lantos 2001). If business managers understand CSR as a 
tool of creating short-term financial performance, it would show a pattern of 
window-dressing rather than sustainable competitive advantage against 
competitors (Porter and Kramer 2006). 
 
Secondly, this dissertation seeks to explore and identify CSR drivers which are 
caused by both domestic and global business environment. Considering mainly 
the characteristics of the strong relationship between government and business, 
the government¶s role as a CSR driver would be examined. Especially, as CSR 
forces, globalisation and cosmopolitan citizenship will be discussed (Crane, 
Matten and Moon 2008). Then, the dissertation would conceptualise the 
structure of CSR governance in South Korea. 
 
Thirdly, the characteristics of CSR in South Korea would be compared with the 
UK and Japan in general level to distinguish the characteristics of CSR in South 
Korea. Since corporations are embedded in different national business systems 
(Matten and Crane 2005) CSR may differ from those in the UK and Japan. South 
Korea, as a state-led market economy, has different model of capitalism from 
countries of liberal market economies, the United Kingdom (Kang and Moon 
2001). 
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1.2 Contribution to the current debate 
 
This dissertation seeks to apply institutional view point to CSR in South Korea, 
touching on the relationship between business and government which has not 
been examined from the literatures of CSR scholars. Although CSR has become a 
pervasive area in business study, institutional approach has been largely 
neglected (Brammer, Jackson and Matten 2012). CSR VFKRODU¶V main areas of 
research have been exploring the relationship between Corporate Social 
Performance (CSP) and Financial Performance (FP) (Gond and Palazzo 2008). 
Moreover, since inadequate attention has been placed on the role of the 
government (or government agency) in the CSR domain, this dissertation 
explores the role of government as a CSR key driver (Gond, Kang and Moon 
2012). 
 
By recognising the missing part of current CSR studies, this research aims to 
shed light on the CSR drivers by focusing on the institutional point of view, since 
the issues in Korean CSR governance structure can be stemmed from its 
development history (e.g. government policies, politics and market condition) in 
institutional point of view. However, as Lee (1992) argues many scholars have 
failed to explain how government intervention has contributed to CSR 
development because of the dominant doctrines Anglo-American system of 
capitalism (Johnson 1985). This system is not able to reflect that the way CSR 
(e.g. sustainability, corporate citizenship, business ethics, etc.) has changed 
through limitation and adaptation by corporations outside the system (Brammer, 
Jackson and Matten 2012). 
 
Therefore, by applying the neglected areas of institutional (e.g. legal, and 
cultural environmental) arrangement (Aguilera and Jackson 2010) to South 
Korean context, this dissertation seeks to contribute to the missing gap of 
current academic debates by examining CSR in South Korea. As Johnson (1985) 
finds, the government-business relationship in Japan, South Korea is unique due 
to the relationship between public and private system (Lee 1992). Therefore, by 
exploring the history and the structure of Korean capitalism of state-led 
economy (Kang 2006), this dissertation would contribute to further studies on 
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how the relationship between government and business would affect the positive 
outcome towards CSR. 
 
In the next section, the background of the CSR and what it means to South 
Korea is discussed. 
 
 
1.3 Background of CSR in South Korea 
 
Korean economic development can be viewed as a successful history of the 
relationship between government and business (Haggard, Kim and Moon 1991, 
Norton 1998). By driving export oriented policy (Krueger 1980) and heavy and 
chemical industry promotion policy during the 1960s and 1970s (Christensen 
and Cummings 1981), South Korean government has successfully led rapid 
economic which is so called ³miracle of Han River´ after the Korean War (Yoo and 
Lee 1987; Norton 1998). The strong implementation of government policy and 
its relationship with businesses is believed to be the key institutional factor of its 
success, enhancing national competitiveness in the global market (Westphal 
1990; Kang and Moon 2010). The strong government intervention to achieve 
rapid economic development (Westphal 1990) became a root of contemporary 
CSR issues (e.g. transparency, economic democracy and shared growth) in 
South Korea. 
 
The dark side of crony capitalism has created a distorted relationship between 
government and business, resulting in corporate scandals (Beck 1998; Kang 
2001) and environment (Sriramesh and Vercic 2009) during the 1980s and 
1990s. Although Korean chaebol groups SOD\HGDVLJQLILFDQWUROHLQWKHFRXQWU\¶V
economic development in the 1960s till 1980s, they continue to be involved in 
many scandals, and are seen with a negative perception in the business sector 
South Korea (Albrecht, C. et al. 2010). 
 
The reason of the economic success can be drawn from the characteristics and 
culture of Korean people. The economic growth can be attributed to a 
combination of Pali-Pali (hurry-hurry) culture, unique diligence and strong 
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patriotism (reference). For example, due to the Pali-Pali culture supported by 
their diligence, 423 Km of Seoul-Busan highway construction has been 
completed in 1970 after a 29 month period and it provided a core value for 
economic development (Lau, T., Kim, S and Atkin, D. 2005). At that time, per 
capital GNP was only US $164 and no proper technology. Also, its positive 
impact has been shown in the success of broadband internet in South Korea 
(Tang 2002; Joo 2005). Annual working hour per person in South Korea is top in 
the world with 2,193 hours in 2012 (Stephenson 2012). 
Although South Korea has approximately 5,000 years of brilliant historic and 
cultural heritage, the nation has struggled to identify itself among such world 
powers as Japan, China and the US. The first president, Lee Seung Man, 
emphasized the concept of ³gathering and cooperating´ to overcome the 
hardship during the political turmoil following the thirty years of colonization by 
Japan. Since the end of World War II, South Korea has been strongly influenced 
by American capitalism-through its political alliances. Such characteristics led 
South Korea to be the top 10th economy for the short history of industrialization 
for about 60 years (Hofstede and Bond 1988). 
 
1.4 Role of Government and developmental CSR (1960s-1970s) 
The key characteristic of the state-led market economy (SLME) is that the 
government works closely with the top management as the most powerful 
stakeholder of the corporation (Kang, 2010). In fact, the Korean government¶s 
bureaucratic intervention in businesses has been the driving force in attaining 
the highest average rate of growth in the world (about 9%) during 1960s and 
1970s (Beck 1998). Due to an insufficient domestic market and the threat of 
national security under the armistice with North Korea in 1953, the Korean 
government drove the Export Oriented Policy (Krueger 1980) and Heavy and 
Chemical Industry, respectively (Kim, Perkins and Yoo 1995; Feenstra, Yang and 
Hamilton 1999).  
As a result, government interventions during the 1970s significantly contributed 
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to economic development (Jones and Sakong, 1980). Westphal (1990) indicates 
that the outstanding performance of South Korea stems from its coordinated 
government policies and its politics. The government has strongly influenced 
enterprises through its hierarchical structure, the financial incentives. Therefore, 
the implementation of the two key policies clearly shows the conventional 
relationship between government and business (Wade 1990). 
 
Firstly, the Export Oriented Policy led the relationship between government and 
business. A quarterly export target had been publicly announced and the 
performance has been immediately monitored and the progression status toward 
export WDUJHWV KDYH EHHQ UHJXODUO\ UHYLHZHG DW D ³monthly trade promotion 
cRQIHUHQFH´FKDLUHGE\WKHSUHVLGHQWDQGDWtended by ministers, bankers, and 
the more successful exporters, large and small (Westphal 1990; Haggard, Kim 
and Moon 1991). Moreover, to promote its performances, preferential loans had 
been favored to the corporations that achieved the export targets assigned by 
the government (Lee 1992). This was made available because the Korean 
government could control the commercial banks (LaPorta, Lopez-De-Silanes and 
Shleifer 2002) to control corporate governance through the financial systems 
(Aoki and Patrick 1994; Edwards and Fischer 1994). The government¶s approach 
of ³carrot and stick´ towards business seems to be inherited from the recent 
structure of the Korean economy (Park 1987). 
 
Second, the promotion policy of the Heavy and Chemical Industry led to the 
emergence of contemporary chaebol companies such as Samsung, Hyundai, LG 
and many more (Kim 1996; Beck 1998). The government planned to promote 
the cement, fertilizer, and petroleum refining industries in the early 1960s; steel 
and petrochemicals in the late 1960s and early 1970s; shipbuilding capital goods 
in the mid-to-late 1970s and critical electronics in the 1980s (Westphal 1990). 
The gRYHUQPHQW¶s policy of targeting selective Heavy and Chemical Industries 
allowed chaebol groups a status of monopoly or oligopoly (Westphal 1990; Beck 
1998). It created the dual nature of the industry structure in South Korea; 
composed of a small number of chaebol groups and a relatively large number of 
small and medium-sized firms (Lee 1992). Although there is no doubt that the 
economic success has been led by the chaebol groups, these groups also to add 
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to the recent issues of fair trade due to power imbalance between big business 
and small businesses (Park 2001; Lee 2005). 
 
Overall, it can be said that South Korea has been developed under a state-led 
market economy (Beck 1998). In other words, it would best describe the 
effectiveness in promoting economic development, if the government-business 
relationship in South Korea is viewed as an internal organization (Lee 1992). By 
considering the economic condition of the fortuneless and the political situations 
that threaten security, Lee (1992)¶s argument about the ³internal RUJDQL]DWLRQ´ 
makes it reasonable to explain the characteristics of the South Korean economy 
as a state-led economy aspiring to the common goal of the society. As Kang 
(2010) argues, national development agendas are a top priority-cultivating the 
view of the firm as a pseudo-public institution, regardless of actual ownership. It 
can be said that state-owned enterprises and privately owned large business 
groups in South Korea created a distinctive corporate governance system (Kang 
2010). 
 
 
1.5 Financial Crisis and the Emergence of Corporate Social 
Irresponsibility (1980s and 1990s) 
 
Although the government-business relationship brought economic development 
to South Korea in the 1960s and 1970s, South Korean society has experienced 
the socially irresponsible behaviours of business. The corruption scandal of big 
conglomerates was caused by the preferential treatment from the relationship 
between government (especially political leaders) and business which became 
one of the causes of the financial crisis in 1997 (Beck 1998). This is refered to as 
³Jeong kyeong yuchak´ (Lim and Jang 2006; Narayan 2012). This possibly 
affected the reckless business diversification of South Korean companies and this 
diversification is widely cited as a reason for the failure of a series of major 
corporations in 1997 during the Asian financial crisis (Chang 1999). 
 
For example, the Hanbo Steel Company¶s bankruptcy in 1997 could be perceived 
as a corruption case, based on the crony economy. During the process, at least 
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two billion dollars had evaporated from its accounts and into the pockets of 
political or business elites (Kang 2001). Moreover, the chaebol had a huge 
advantage in gaining access to credit because they were able to use healthy 
flagship companies to guarantee the loans made to fledgling subsidiaries. 
Another example is the guarantee of 3.1 trillion won in loans that Samsung 
Heavy Industries has made to Samsung Aerospace (Beck 1998).Despite the 
ordeals of the crisis, it can also be perceived as an important period for South 
Korean business because it could enhance the awareness of business ethics and 
the soundness of financial systems through the strong restructuring led by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) (Chang, Park and Yoo 1998; Kim 1999). 
 
By recognising the corruption in business and politics, President Chun Doo Hwan 
unsuccessfully threatened to prosecute the chaebol owners for illicit wealth by 
forcing a few of the groups to restructure (Beck 1998). The next Presidents Roh 
Tae Woo and Kim Young Sam, also pledged to take on the chaebol. This failed 
and created a moral hazard for the government and the chaebol CEOs. Therefore, 
although the chaebol are the offspring of the state-led development, people¶s 
perception towards the business differs due to the chaebol¶s imbalanced sense of 
social responsibility by mainly focusing on economic responsibility (Beck 1998). 
 
Moreover, social responsibility regarding the environment became an issue in 
1990, following the Doosan chaebol group incident (Doosan Electronics 
Company), when phenol leaked into the Nakdong River in South Korea on March 
16, 1991 (Sriramesh and Vercic 2009). Although it brought about significant 
sales reductions from the consumer boycott (Smith 2008), the Doosan group 
caused yet another phenol leak on April 23, 1991. The Doosan group tried to 
conceal the situation without immediately announcing the outbreak and tried to 
solve the problems through personal networks, as the chaebol has done as a 
practice. The biggest environmental scandal demonstrates a good case for 
ethical consumerism in South Korea by illustrating brand loyalty through trust 
building with consumers (Pivato et al. 2008). 
 
Consequently, Korean businesses seem to have stereotypical images of engaging 
with politicians for ³preferential treatment´ (Kang 2001). Actually, ethical issues 
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have been widely perceived in the Korean society as one of stronger images of 
big conglomerates in the 2010s. It originates from the background of certain 
distorted relationships that conglomerates had with politicians for the benefit of 
their businesses in 1980s. The fact that businesses often lived in symbiosis with 
politicians was common knowledge in 1980s. Kang (2001) stresses that the 
political history of the ³JHRQJN\HRQJ\XFKDN ,´ is a recurrent theme in Korean 
politics. 
 
 
1.6 Roles of government in a new era of CSR (2000s-2010s) 
 
As there has been a relatively recent growth of CSR (as self-government), in 
East Asia, the South Korean government has facilitated CSR through a strong 
emphasis on mandate-type policies and bills to promote and regulate CSR (Gond, 
Kang and Moon 2011). Such policies and bills seem to conduct purposively to 
enhance national competiveness by promoting responsible business practices 
and regulating the problems caused by the economic structure dominated by big 
conglomerates. 
 
First, the Ministry of Knowledge Economy announced that the Corporate Social 
Performance of public corporations will be contained within an index for annual 
performance reviews by the government. In that sense, CSR in South Korea 
seems facilitated by government (Gond, Kang and Moon 2012).  
 
Second, the relationship between big business and small business still seems to 
be vertical with a power imbalance that could possibly cause unfair trade 
practices in 2010s (Park 2001; Lee 2005). For example, a young manager at a 
dairy product manufacturer vertically abused the senior manager of its agent to 
press sales performance, thus causing a profound and negative rippling social 
effect. South Korea has paternalistic characteristics imbedded within its culture 
(Beck 1998). Also, the government attempts to protect small business (when 
deemed appropriate), since big conglomerates entered into the market (You and 
Lee 1999). Moreover, the two major chaebol group CEOs have been charged with 
bribery, embezzlement of public funds and professional negligence in 2013. 
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Since those two companies have explicitly engaged with CSR, the public opinion 
on CSR seems to have been negatively influenced to perceiving CSR as a smoke 
screen or window dressing in South Korea (Hanlon 2008; Basu and Palazzo 
2008). 
 
Third, although CSR seems a contested and unclear concept for the majority of 
companies (Shamir 2004; Okoye 2009; Gond and Moon 2011), cosmopolitan 
CSR can be seen in South Korea through the coercive pressures from the global 
society, who view the way in which the business engages with CSR initiatives 
such as (ISO Standards, UN Global Compact and Dow Jones Sustainability Index) 
an important issue. For example, in 2003, only three Korean companies engaged 
in CSR reporting; in 2012, 96 companies did (KSA 2013). 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO CSR 
 
This chapter introduces key debates to figure out the meaning of CSR and 
theoretical frameworks to apply for the case of South Korean CSR. 
 
The CSR debates start from the very strong skepticism of Friedman (1970) who 
considers CSR as an agency problem because the cost to engage with CSR 
comes from the expenses of shareholders (McWilliams & Siegel, 2000). One of 
the key debates about CSR is whether it should be viewed as a cost to pursue 
short-term profit maximisation for the shareholders (Friedman 1962) or as a 
benefit to attain long-term sustainable competitive advantages (Porter and 
Kramer 2006) through enhancing stakeholder¶s values (Freeman 1970). This 
perspective mainly focuses on financial motivation to engage CSR and is 
influenced by the corporate governance system (Graafland and Van De Ven 2006; 
McGuire and Schneeweis 1998) 
 
However, the debates between shareholder and stakeholder would not allow 
scholars to provide a wider social perspective of interpreting CSR because the 
conventional analysis has mainly been conducted based on a firm theory of profit 
maximization (Jensen 1988). Therefore, a broader view of qualitative 
approaches through constructivist and institutional points of views are needed to 
better understand CSR drivers in South Korea. Since more institutional 
approaches are required, Kang and Moon (2011) show how different structures 
of capitalism affect the type of CSR in ³implicit´ and ³explicit´ points of view by 
comparing the cases of corporate-leading Anglo-American CSR and institution-
leading Continental Europe as a basis of comparative study in this dissertation. 
 
For the discussion of the topic, this chapter would argue that the theoretical 
framework can explain the research questions. The four main areas of social 
responsibility (e.g. economic, legal, ethical and discretionary responsibility) 
would provide a concrete framework of what area of CSR has the South Korean 
economy been accelerated and what area is to be improved (Carroll 1991). Also, 
as Visser (2006) applied the pyramid to the case of developing countries; it 
would provide a tool on how South Korea has evolved its prioritized area of 
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social responsibility during the process to be a developed country from the 
developing country. Also, its political perspective of CSR would be argued based 
on the corporate citizenship theory (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). 
 
 
2.1 Conventional debates on CSR 
 
Do socially responsible firms perform better? The close examination of the 
relationship between CSR initiatives and firm financial performance is a 
FKDUDFWHULVWLFRIWKHµQHZ ZRUOGRI&65¶ in academic debates (Vogel 2005 cited in 
Carroll and Shabana 2010: 92). Although the relationship between Corporate 
Social Performance (CSP) and Financial Performance (FP) has been a key 
debating issue, it still has not found a concrete conclusion because the research 
outcomes of scholars have been varied; showing positive, negative and neutral 
impacts (McWilliams and Siegel 2001; Waddock and Graves 1997; Wright and 
Ferris 1997). Roman et al. (1999) argue that results produced by CSP±FP 
studies fall into three categories such as positive, negative and no relation. 
 
Waddock and Graves (1997) show a positive relationship between CSP and FP 
while Wright and Ferris (1997) conclude that there is a negative relationship 
between CSP and FP. However, McWilliams and Siegel (2000) conclude that 
there is no meaningful relationship between CSP and FP. They do so by applying 
a concept of supply (e.g. CSR as a differentiation strategy) and demand for CSR 
(e.g. employee conditions, labour union). A business-case for CSR is primarily 
concerned with cost and risk reductions, as to gain a competitive advantage as a 
differentiation strategy and set themselves apart from their competitors (Carroll 
and Shabana 2010). Barnett (2007) argues that the impact of CSR on CSP 
depends on each firm because CSP±CFP relations are decided by situational 
contingencies of a companies¶ own. 
 
This raises questions on how society should view socially responsible behavior. 
Although pursuing financial performance is broadly perceived as a business 
motive in many countries, Macfarlane (1987) points out that social justification is 
also required for positive social changes through CSR. CSR goes beyond what 
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companies are legally required to do (Vogel 2006), Companies can enhance their 
business practices to provide benefits toward society (Brammer, Jackson and 
Matten 2012). For example, Aguilera et al. (2007) introduce a case of Chiquita 
Company¶s effort to improve all farm ZRUNHUV¶ living wage standards and 
environmental impact over its supply chain. CSR as a business case argues that 
it is a way of enhancing reputation and legitimacy by engaging in CSR activities. 
Regarding the view of business cases, immediate cost savings would be a main 
focus but, from a broader view, it justifies CSR initiatives when they produce 
direct and indirect links to firm performance. Importantly, Porter and Kramer 
(2006) note that CSR strategy can be best demonstrated as a convergence 
between economic and social goals. 
 
However, there are limitations for business-case arguments. Valor (2008) brings 
up the concern that consumers may not have the ability to support companies 
engaging in CSR activities, owing to their limited power in the marketplace. The 
lack of a positive relationship between CSR and firm financial performance would 
be justified because trust shapes the relationship between CSR activities and 
firm performance (Pivato et al. 2008).  
 
Campbell (2007) defines socially responsible behaviour as the ability to meet 
stakeholders¶ expectations, contributing to the sustainable development of 
society. (Hart and Milstein¶V 2003) definition of socially responsible behaviour 
involves companies engaging in multifaceted global CSR issues that are 
happening in the community. McWilliams and Siegel (2001) define CSR as going 
beyond the compliance of the law. Hence, internal practices (such as avoiding 
discrimination against women and minority groups), cannot be considered to be 
socially responsible behaviors; rather they are basic requirements perscribed by 
society to merely abide by the law.  
 
Some scholars demonstrate a negative interpretation of the meaning of CSR. 
Basu and Palazzo (2008) show scepticism regarding CSR, because in fact an 
organization would not treat stakeholder¶s grievances seriously; they would 
simply take those grievances up for the purpose of window-dressing. Regarding 
the conventional view of CSR, Gond, Kang and Moon (2011) show two 
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dominating key assumptions of CSR as a smokescreen for deregulation (Hanlon 
2008). As argued, it is important to recognise that the majority of CSR literature 
has neglected societal aspects because the CSR study has been focused mainly 
on the relationship between CSR and financial performance (Orlitzky et al., 
2003). 
 
However, some CSR scholars provide political views to CSR research in relevance 
with government. Brammer, Jackson and Matten (2012) mention that the 
interest in CSR has broadened its areas to involve more on the societal 
perspectives towards politics (Moon, 2002; Crouch, 2009), economics (van 
Oosterhout and Heugens, 2008), law (Mullerat, 2005) and sociology (Brooks, 
2010).  
 
Conclusively, the three aspects of conventional CSR debates would be applied to 
the South Korean context. Firstly, how important the financial performance is as 
a driver of CSR needs to be examined by checking the independency of CSR 
investment (e.g. philanthropy) from a corporation¶s financial performance. 
Secondly, the perception towards CSR would be discussed by carrying out 20 
interviews. How the South Korean society perceives CSR window-dressing (Basu 
and Palazzo 2008), smoke-screens (Hanlon 2008) or a way of enhancing 
competitive advantages for sustainable growth (Porter and Kramer 2006). Lastly, 
corporate citizenship and South Korean CSR will be discussed. 
 
 
2.2 Business and Corporate Citizenship 
 
2.2.1 Basic model of CSR pyramid 
 
As the most well-known CSR model, Carroll¶s CSR Pyramid will be applied to the 
South Korean context in this chapter (Carroll and Nasi 1997; Visser 2006). Since 
each country might evaluate each aspect of the CSR pyramid based on their 
culture, the order of the pyramid could differ from the original model (Visser 
2006). Jamali et al. (2006) point out the limitations of proactive CSR in 
developing countries due to the lack of social conditions (i.e. CSR motivation, 
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CSR advocacy and societal awareness, regulatory capacity). In this sense, there 
might be some differences before and after the period of economic development 
in South Korea. 
 
Carroll (1998) says that corporate citizenship has an economic, legal, ethical, 
and a philanthropic face that expects the company to be profitable (fulfill their 
economic responsibilities), obey the law (fulfill their legal responsibilities), 
engage in ethical behavior (be responsive to their ethical responsibilities) and 
give back through philanthropy (engage in corporate contributions). This has 
been a well-known CSR model since it provides clear categories of corporate 
responsibility. Moreover, the four categories would benefit to examine how 
South Korea understands CSR, showing the priority among them in the next 
chapter. 
 
Figure1. Four faces of CSR (CSR Pyramid) 
 
Source: Carroll (1999) 
 
As the original function of business, economic responsibility focuses on 
shareholder¶s returns on their investments, job creation for community 
development, fair treatment for employees and creating new products and 
services through innovation (Jamali 2007). Economic responsibility in the US is 
strongly shareholder-focused on profitability while its contribution in continental 
Europe tends to be defined more widely (Crane and Matten 2004). The meaning 
of economic responsibility in South Korea would move to different areas, such as 
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shared growth between big and small business to create balanced economic 
structures, as well as profit maximization for shareholder¶s value (Porter and 
Kramer 2011). 
 
The second part of the pyramid, the legal responsibility, mandates legal 
compliance because society expects businesses to pursue economic 
performances within the framework of the societal legal system (Jamali 2007). 
The states promulgate laws (so called codified ethics), to establish the rule of 
business that the corporations can regard as good corporate citizens through its 
compliances (Carroll 1998). However, Pratima (2002) points out that the 
reactive nature of regulations could harm a corporation¶s self-motivation to be 
proactively engaged with CSR. Also, regulations are perceived as unfair burdens 
under WRGD\¶Vfierce global competition (Carroll 1998). 
 
Solomon (1994) mentions that the third part of the pyramid, ethical 
responsibility, covers the limitation of legal responsibility, creating an ethical 
business environment of doing what is right. Carroll (1998) points out those laws 
are often not kept up to date, and are unable to reflect the latest social changes 
in thinking, norms or research. Also, law may not be adequate because it does 
not address all the social issues needed to be addressed. For example, there is 
greater appreciation for human rights within developed nations and respect for 
the law. The lack of human rights, inability to control its supply chain of big 
companies and lack of respect for the law in developing countries has driven the 
developed countries to exploit human rights in developing countries due to the 
³governance gap´ caused by the different level of the legal system (Whelan 
2012). 
 
Carroll (1998) defines philanthropy as a desire to help humankind through the 
charitable activities of private citizens, foundations and corporations. Jamali 
(2007) evaluates that economic and legal responsibilities are socially mandated 
as a basic requirements and that ethical responsibility is socially expected, while 
philanthropy is socially desired as a basic component of the total social 
responsibility of corporation (Windsor 2001). Carroll (1998) also notes that a 
significant portion of charity activities would help the stakeholder environment of 
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the twenty-first century flourish. However, philanthropy without corporate 
philosophy or principle could be easily end up in failure-merely to be perceived 
as a smoke screen or window dressing (Hanlon 2008; Basu and Palazzo 2008).  
 
CSR expenditure or activity should be purely voluntary (Manne and Wallich 1972) 
and the degree of voluntarism is a very important factor (Walton 1967). 
However, the definition of ³voluntary action´ might need to be defined because 
even donations could be viewed as a window dressing when a corporation 
demonstrates other behaviors that harm society. For example, the South Korean 
society would probably put more value on a FRUSRUDWLRQ¶V voluntary action when 
it is solely based on sincerity and the carrying out of a philosophy. Although 
Korean Chaebol groups offer large sums of money to the causes of social welfare, 
some of the corporations¶ irresponsibility concerning bribery, embezzlement of 
public funds and professional negligence could harm the values of its 
stakeholders (Freeman 1979). 
 
Porter and Kramer (2003) have suggested a convergence of interests between 
business and society to find combined social and economic benefits. However, 
societal expectations exist for businesses to take social roles voluntarily guided 
only by a business¶s pure desire to engage in social roles not mandated, not 
required by law, and not even generally expected of businesses in an ethical 
sense. The conceptual model helps managers understand social responsibility- 
not as a separate form of economic performance-but as an integrated part of the 
total social responsibilities of business (Porter and Kramer 2006). 
 
To fully address the entire range of obligations, a business has to be responsible 
on all four fronts (Carroll 1979). Although all the four responsibilities have 
always existed in organizations, companies firstly and primarily emphasize on 
economics, and then on legal aspects, followed by ethical and discretionary 
aspects (Carroll 1979). It is no surprise that the corporation¶s economic 
contribution in South Korea is highly prized by governments and communities. 
Moreover, philanthropic responsibility in Europe(South Korea?) tends to be more 
compulsory rather than discretionary, due to the legal framework which is 
different from the affluent US capitalist companies (Crane and Matten 2004 cited 
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in Visser 2005: 40). In this respect, South Korea can be viewed as a mix of both 
compulsory and discretionary aspects since the government takes a role to 
promote industry philanthropy (Boulding 1962). 
 
 
2.2.2 Limitations of conventional CSR model 
 
Visser (2005) criticizes that Carroll is not consistent in explaining why the CSR 
pyramid is depicted as a hierarchy. Also, in his attempt to connect with other 
concepts (e.g. business ethics, corporate citizenship and stakeholder 
management) in his CSR pyramid, Carroll failed to justify the connection with 
these competing themes because the CSR pyramid is so simplistic and static that 
it is not able to explain the complexity of CSR in practice (Visser 2005). More 
importantly, Crane and Matten (2004) point out that it fails to suggest how to 
resolve such conflicts among the four aspects (economic, legal, ethical and 
discretionary) because it does not adequately address the problem. Therefore, 
Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) expand the debate of corporate citizenship to 
the political arena by suggesting three models of the relationship (e.g. 
corporations as citizens, corporations as governments, and corporations as the 
arena of citizenship) between corporations and citizenship (Crane, Matten and 
Moon 2008). 
 
Although Carroll¶s CSR pyramid has been challenged, it would bring many 
benefits to CSR application in South Korea. This is because, as Carroll (1979) 
mentions about the historical order of the CSR pyramid that starts with 
economic responsibilities and ends with discretionary responsibilities, South 
Korean CSR shows quite clear steps from its development history. Moreover, in 
either a chronological point of view or an integrated point of view towards the 
four faces of the pyramid, it provides a clear framework to analyze CSR drivers 
by applying it to the cases of specific countries (Visser 2008; Muthuri 2011).  
 
Although the four faces need to be considered as integrated activities in an 
organization, South Korean corporations still show quite clear classifications in 
their priorities. By considering the cultural perspective of South Korea, it could 
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be a useful tool for comparative CSR studies with other countries. The four 
aspects of the CSR pyramid can be interpreted in different cultural contexts. In 
this sense, Carroll¶s CSR pyramid needs to be tested further outside of America 
(Burton et al. 2000; Crane 2000; Edmondson et al. 1999; Pinkston et al. 1994). 
 
 
2.2.3 New model of corporate citizenship 
 
Corporations have been involved in politics since they started engaging in 
governmental and inter-governmental policy-making and community level issue-
resolution (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). Citizenship is widely considered as 
one of the main characteristics of Western political thought. Due to the broad 
dispersion of liberal democratic ideas, various international organizations (e.g. 
the UN and EU), have started to consider corporations as the most important 
players in contemporary capitalism (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). 
 
First, corporations can now be involved in policy formulations, just like citizens 
can support or be against public policies. Corporations can be responsible when 
they are able to acknowledge and manage their political roles to be a responsible 
corporation. Corporations as citizens are on a similar horizontal relationship with 
human citizens but have a vertical relationship with the government because 
they have been empowered through elections (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). 
 
Figure2. Corporations as citizens 
 
Source: Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) 
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Second, Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) explain that corporations are acting as 
if they were governments because they are responsible for the delivery of public 
goods. Corporations in South Korea have been taking a leading role in the 
development of the social infrastructure. However, it cannot fully explain the 
case in South Korea because the power relation in South Korea has been quite 
different from that of the horizontal structure, showing strong vertical power 
relations due to the characteristics of a state-led market economy. 
 
Figure3. Corporation as government 
 
Source: Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) 
 
Third, Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) introduce a rather different perspective 
by taking on the point of view of a corporation¶s stakeholders by mentioning that 
a corporation¶s business activity itself can create opportunities for its 
stakeholders to act as if they were citizens in relation to the corporation. Since 
the government has been historically very influential, the political perspective 
can provide a more dynamic view to understand CSR in South Korea. Also, this 
can provide an opportunity to explore CSR drivers in South Korea based on the 
dynamics of power from a political point of view (Scott 1995; Aguilera et al. 
2007; Crane, Matten and Moon 2008). 
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Figure4. Stakeholder as citizens 
 
Source: Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) 
 
Moon (2002) expands the CSR debate to the political realm by showing the 
dynamics of power among CSR players such as the government, corporations 
and stakeholders. 
 
Gond, Kang and Moon (2011) continue the discussion by conceptualising CSR 
into five distinct modes. These can be described as CSR as self-government, as 
facilitated government, as a partnership with government, as mandated by 
government and as a form of government. South Korea has experienced 
dynamic social changes and went from the status of being a developing country 
to becoming a developed country. The paradigm of power balance among key 
players has been changing as its status develops. In this sense, to review the 
dynamics, it would benefit to understand CSR in South Korea. This will be 
discussed thoroughly in the next chapter. 
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2.3 Institutional perspective of CSR 
 
CSR reflects the social obligations and the social consequences of a business¶ 
success towards the broader meaning of societal good (Matten and Moon 2008). 
Since CSR already includes the DVSHFW RI µVRFLHW\¶within its label, institutional 
theory can significantly contribute to understanding social responsibility and 
differences in CSR among countries (Brammer, Jackson and Matten 2012). Since 
institutional mechanisms could influence a corporations¶ behaviour to be socially 
responsible or not, institutional theory would provide an important tool in CSR 
research (Orlitzky, Schmidt and Rynes 2003). It assumes that the government 
takes significant role to advance CSR through enacting relevant policies to 
enhance the competitiveness of business (Aguilera et al. 2007). Also, 
institutional theory can be applied to this research to examine CSR drivers from 
instructional pressures, as well as cross-national variations of CSR between 
South Korea and the United Kingdom (Kang and Moon 2012). 
 
Scott (1995) suggests a framework consisting of three contrasting and 
interdependent institutional pillars in the regulative, the normative and the 
cognitive perspectives. Similarly, Aguilera et al. (2007) conceptualises the 
meaning of the three pillars from the more business-oriented view of enhancing 
competitive advantage through coercive pressures. CSR is motivated by a 
corporations¶ competitive advantage (instrumental), societal expectation 
(relational) and society¶s moral standard (normative). Importantly, the different 
viewpoints of institutional scholars show some common factual frameworks for 
domestic and global-level CSR motivations. However, applying institutional 
theory to understand CSR-related phenomena is a recent development that 
began only in the mid-2000s (Brammer, Jackson and Matten 2012). 
 
 
2.3.1 Roles of government in CSR 
 
The relationship between economic conditions and corporate behaviour is 
interrelated by some institutional conditions. In other words, CSR can be 
influenced by institutional pressure. Such pressures could include public and 
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private regulations, NGOs and their involvement in monitoring corporate 
behaviour, institutionalized norms of corporate behaviour, and stakeholder 
dialogues (Campbell 2007). Campbell (2007) continues by emphasizing the 
regulatory pressures through government regulations and industrial self-
regulations to explain corporate behaviour. Obviously, government policy or 
regulation work is a motivation of corporate behaviour. For example, Enron¶s 
accounting fraud scandal has been significantly influenced by the US 
government¶s deregulation during the 1980s and 1990s (Ball 2009; Stiglitz 
2003). Individual governments generate different regulatory pressures on CSR, 
endorsing or facilitating particular practices in environment, labour and fair 
competition (Moon et al., 2010). Tiberghien (2007) highlights the significant role 
of political elites in leading economic reform to be more of a shareholder 
oriented system in South Korea, while Japan is more cautious. In this sense, the 
role of government in CSR would be examined from an institutional point of view 
to understand the characteristics of CSR in South Korea. 
 
Aguilera (2007) interprets the coercive pressures by stating that those 
businesses are driven by a corporation¶s self-interest; instrumental motivation 
aims to enhance international competitiveness through product and service 
innovation. It is not a passive behaviour forced by regulation (Aguilera 2007 
cited in Kang and Moon 2012:3). 
 
 
2.3.2 Isomorphism in global CSR perspective 
 
Considering an organisation¶s trends to be more homogeneous, DiMaggio and 
Powell (1983) explain the isomorphism of an organization by referring to three 
main aspects such as coercive, mimetic and normative processes. Coercive 
isomorphism results from both formal (e.g. policies) and informal (e.g. cultures) 
pressures by other organizations that the organization is dependent on 
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983). This is a similar aspect to regulatory pressures that 
Campbell (2007) argues for.  
 
However, regulatory framework also includes a form of industry code of conduct 
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(Campbell 2007) as Rodriguez et al. (2006) considers it as the quasi-legal 
demands of international organizations (e.g. UN Global Compact, Global 
Reporting Initiative, ISO 26000, DJSI index, FTSE 4 Good index and influences 
of global level non-governmental organisations). Kim et al. (2012) argues that, 
as South Korea has become a leading economy of the industrial trading which 
plays out in the western sphere, higher global isomorphic pressures would 
influence the behaviors of Korean corporations (Kim et al. 2012). The bigger and 
the more globalised the company is, the bigger the influence of International 
Standards (Gond, Kang and Moon 2012). According to Matten and Moon (2008), 
coercive isomorphism would bring more ³implicit CSR´ rather than ³explicit CSR´ 
because, in that case, CSR is strongly influenced by government policies or 
cultural expectations. By abiding by government regulations, as a legal 
responsibility, corporations would show a similar pattern of CSR practices 
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Matten and Moon 2008). 
 
Corporations show isomorphism through the mimetic processes of imitating 
industry peers. This is because it would adverse corporate risk by taking on the 
similar pattern of corporate behaviour, due to the market situation which is full 
of uncertainty (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Normative pressures, as a final 
factor for isomorphic change, comes from a professionalization that seeks to 
establish its occupational autonomy through filtering processes in recruitment or 
common promotion practices (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). In this sense, the 
degree of isomorphism needs to be examined in the South Korean context. 
 
 
2.3.3 Institutional motivation to CSR 
 
Aguilera et al. (2007) suggest a motivational framework for CSR that is based on 
institutional theory to explain why firms adopt CSR. Although institutional 
approach could be perceived more as a form of constraint, it provides a greater 
firm-based strategic viewpoint by arguing about namely instrumental, relational 
and moral motivations. However, three motivations of CSR are not mutually 
exclusive; they co-exist to varying degrees in different contexts (Kang and Moon 
2012). 
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Firstly, Aguilera et al. (2007) argue that instrumental motivation would enhance 
a corporation¶s international competitiveness because institutional motivation 
might demand product and service innovation. In the same context, Porter and 
Kramer (2006) argue that CSR can be much more than a constraint and cost 
because it can bring business opportunities by enhancing a competitive 
advantage through innovation. For example, institutional motivation can be 
strongly influenced by a CEO¶s strategies in priority (Walman, Siegel and Javidan 
2006). 
 
Secondly, relational motivation focuses on maintaining cooperative relationships 
to build social cohesiveness, minimizing social exclusion (Aguilera et al. 2007). 
As Freeman et al. (2010) argue, co-operation is a form of relationship among 
multiple stakeholders who provide motivation in pursuing corporate goals. The 
boundary of corporate relationships could vary, depending on a corporation¶s 
own definition of a stakeholder. In this sense, relational motivation could contain 
all the three pillars of institutional theory such as regulative, normative and 
cognitive from the relation of government, civil society and consumers, 
respectively (Aguilera et al. 2007). 
 
Thirdly, CSR can be motivated by social norms and expectations Sethi (1975). 
CSR can be motivated by a sense of national values and collective responsibility 
for social progress. This sort of moral motivation is driven by national values and 
a collective responsibility such as economic development, known as 
µGHYHORSPHQWDO&65¶. For example, since economic development was considered 
a historic mission in South Korea during the industrialisation period in 1970s and 
1980, the CSR motivation in South Korea has been characterised as 
³developmental CSR´ (Aguilera et al. 2007 cited in Kang and Moon 2012:3). 
 
However, also important is the fact that among a framework of three institutional 
pillars to constrain business activities some cultural pressures could affect CSR 
activities significantly in South Korea (Scott 1995; Campbell 2007). Also, Welford 
(2005) notes that CSR policies and behaviours in individual countries are 
reflective of national culture. Kim et al. (2012) states how Confucianism as a 
national culture influenced the CSR in South Korea. Rowley and Benson (2002) 
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mention that, under Confucian cultures, Korean people would come to expect 
harmony and loyalty in the countries with collectivism as a value. For example, 
Confucianism has possibly influenced the ³chaebol´ companies, who had a 
tendency in 1970s and 1980s to treat their subordinates in a paternalistic 
manner because business relationships are usually based on personal ties rather 
than written contracts (Beck 1998). However, as corporations become global 
players, Korean firms face tension between the country's traditional Confucian 
culture and the Anglo-American values (Miles 2006). 
 
The following table shows key debates regarding the institutional approach of 
CSR. This shows that institutional pressure comes from the dynamics of the 
government, social expectations and competitive advantages against 
competitors. 
 
Table1. Key arguments of institutional determinants of CSR 
DiMaggio and 
Powell (1983) 
Scott 
(1995) 
Campbell 
(2007) 
Aguilera et al. 
(2007) 
Isomorphism of 
organization 
Main institutional 
pressure 
Why socially 
responsible? 
Motives of 
pressing firms 
-Coercive process 
-Mimetic process 
-Normative 
process 
-Regulative 
-Normative 
-Cognitive 
-Government 
(self) regulation 
-NGOs¶ monitoring 
-Institutional 
norms 
-Stakeholder 
dialogues 
-Instrumental 
motivation 
-Relational 
motivation 
-Moral motivation 
 
6RXUFH$XWKRU¶VRZQPRGLfied from DiMaggio and Powell (1983) 
Scott (1995), Campbell (2007) and Aguilera et al. (2007) 
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2.3.4 Framework to apply in South Korea 
 
Kim et al. (2012) point out three tensions in CSR (i.e. between short-term 
outcomes and sustainability, between normative and strategic CSR and between 
explicit and implicit by using three pillars of institutions derived from Scott (1995) 
to identify institutional pressures. Kang and Moon (2011) argue that institutional 
arrangements can provide corporations with more fundamental support to 
engage with CSR. However, generally, corporations can also be influenced by 
economic and institutional conditions (Campbell 2007). Martin (2003) points out 
that, corporate peer pressure driven by business associations can influence CSR 
facilitation most efficiently because they promote CSR for the members to act in 
socially responsible ways.  
 
Conclusively, the debates on institutional approaches (Aguilera et al., 2007; 
Campbell, 2007; Matten and Moon, 2008) need to be integrated and 
conceptualized to apply to the South Korean context. CSR motivations in South 
Korea could be explored within the three dimensions of institutional motivations: 
political, societal and business. 
 
 
2.3.5 Capitalism and comparative CSR 
 
Institutional theory can be extended to understand cross-national variations of 
CSR practices (Blasco and Zolner, 2010; Jackson and Apostolakou, 2010) in 
perspective of comparative and international corporate governance (Aguilera and 
Jackson 2010). In early comparisons, corporate governance systems were 
divided by two broad dichotomous systems, that of the Anglo-American and 
those of the Continental European corporate governance system (Aguilera and 
Jackson 2010). Hall & Soskice (2001) argue that the Anglo-American governance 
system shows more market-based characteristics by emphasizing strong 
shareholder rights and short-term equity finance, while that of Continental 
Europe shows inactive markets-based capital control by putting higher value on 
long-term debt financing, which concentrated weak shareholder rights. 
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However, Lee (1992) points out that most of the authors have not been able to 
clearly explain the contribution of government intervention for economic 
development. This is because the two leading doctrines of economic systems 
have not been able to explain all cases (Johnson 1985). Corporations have 
changed CSR methods (e.g. sustainability, corporate citizenship, business ethics, 
etc.) outside the Anglo-American system of capitalism (Brammer, Jackson and 
Matten 2012). 
 
According to Kang and Moon (2011), different structures of capitalism show 
different patterns of CSR governance. Matten and Moon (2008) say that the CSR 
in the liberal economies of Anglo-Saxon influence or in the United Kingdom is 
likely to come in the form of ³explicit CSR´ while ³implicit CSR´ as other forms of 
business responsibility is dominant in institutional settings. Also, Brammer, 
Jackson and Matten (2012) emphasize that the potential contributions of 
institutional theory is significant because CSR is closely linked to formal 
institutions, such as government intervention and stakeholder participation.  
 
The collapse of Enron in 2001 exposed the limitations and vulnerability of the US 
model of capitalism (Morgan 2010; Whitley 2009) and the case finally cracked 
after the collapse of the Lehman Brothers (Aguilera and Jackson 2010). Aguilera 
and Jackson (2010) conclude that there is no single perspective that can 
adequately explain cross-national diversity of corporate governance. Therefore, 
as Aguilera and Jackson (2010) recommend, the comparative research needs to 
be strongly case-based, historical in orientation and with an actor-centered view 
of institutions rather than variable-based, static and cross-sectional one that 
views institutions merely as external constraints on firms. 
 
The South Korean economy has been evolving from State-Led Market Economy 
(SLME) and has moved towards the Liberal Market Economy (LME). The UK has 
been selected because it has been renowned as a leading CSR country in the 
world, representing a symbol of Liberal Market Economy. Therefore, this 
dissertation will conduct a general comparison between South Korea and the UK 
to identify the characteristics of CSR in South Korea. 
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CHAPTER3: METHODOLOGY 
 
The purpose of this dissertation seeks to explore the meaning of CSR and CSR 
drivers in South Korea. This dissertation uses qualitative research methodology 
because, as most qualitative researchers believe, qualitative research 
methodology can provide a deeper understanding of CSR as social phenomena 
(Silverman 2010). Qualitative research methodology focuses on narrative 
research and phenomenology while quantitative research methodology takes a 
positivist world view, depending on experimental designs (Creswell 2013). 
 
Although quantitative research methodology is more prevalent in business 
research, qualitative research methodology suits this research subject on 
understanding CSR and CSR drivers in South Korea (Silverman 2010). It is 
designed to construct the meanings chronologically from a social constructivist 
point of view. Qualitative research methodology can provide answers that the 
author is interested in. Interviewing is the most suitable way to get the in-depth 
data to answer the research questions mentioned below. By focusing on the 
government-business relationship and the role of business in CSR through the 
intense interview methods, this dissertation aims to explore three research 
questions through a qualitative methodology of interviews.  
 
This dissertation aims to explore three major research questions: 
 
1. How does South Korea understand CSR under its contested 
concept? 
As a relatively new concept to business, how South Korean business 
understand CSR will be examined by revisiting CSR manager¶s level of 
understanding, perception and corporations¶ CSR strategies. 
 
2. What motivates Korean businesses to engage in CSR? 
By applying an institutional point of view, various CSR drivers will be 
examined to know the main CSR drivers in South Korea.  
 
3. How Korean CSR is different from CSR in other countries? 
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CSR drivers may differ from the situation that businesses face in the 
system of its own country. However, due to the limited research period for 
the master¶s dissertation, these questions will only be briefly touched 
upon on a general level. 
 
 
3.1 Research assumption and paradigm 
 
This dissertation works upon an ontological assumption rather than an 
epistemological assumption to find the nature of social reality and the meaning 
and motivation of CSR in South Korea. This is because it enables a focus on 
social perspective rather than becoming an ³insider´ of a certain setting 
(Creswell 2007). In line with the subjective characteristics of an ontological 
assumption (Creswell 2007), this research takes on a social constructivist¶s 
viewpoint in that the participants¶ views are the most important factor in 
understanding the reality as its paradigm by using quotes and themes from the 
different perspectives of participants. Social constructivism can include a 
historical construction perspective, as well as a focus on understanding the 
meanings of multiple participants (Denzin and Lincoln 2005; Creswell 2013). 
 
Since the root of CSR in South Korea probably originates from its history of 
economic development as discussed in the introduction, a social constructivist 
can provide a good fit to know the reality from a historical perspective. Through 
the use of interviews, this research attempts to understand how the meaning of 
CSR has been developed and constituted due to the fact that it is an outcome of 
their activities and interactions (Cunliffe 2001). 
 
 
3.2 Interviews 
 
Interviews are discussions between an interviewer and an individual for the 
purpose of gathering knowledge on a specific set of topics (Harrell and Bradley 
2009; Alvesson and Sveningsson 2008, cited in Thorpe and Holt 2008:118). As 
the most common method of small-scale research, interviewing has been widely 
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used by researchers (Denver 1995), providing direct opportunities to question 
their views, even concerning conflicting information (Harrell and Bradley 2009). 
Interview methodology provides researchers with a well-rounded collection of 
information for analyses from the LQWHUYLHZHH¶V H[SHULHQFHV DQG YLHZSRLQWV RI
specific subjects (Daniel and Turner 2010). There are two types of interviews: 
semi-structured and structured. The next section discusses these two types of 
interviews. 
 
 
3.3 Semi-structured interview 
 
Bryman and Bell (2011) define a semi-structured interview as a type of interview 
where a researcher has a list of questions on specific topics with an interview 
guide, but the interviewee has a great deal of leeway in how to reply. 
 
While structured interviews can only discover the official position of a corporation 
to see the CSR in the organisation, a semi-structured interview allows the 
researcher to find deeper information about the meaning of their perception to 
the CSR through their experiences (Bryman and Bell 2011). In semi-structured 
interviews, the questions are standardized but still allow some discretion about 
the order of questions to be asked (Denver 1995). Furthermore, semi-structured 
interviewers collect detailed-but somewhat conversational information-to explore 
deeply into research questions (Harrell and Bradley 2009). Also, taking a 
localized stance helps the researcher understand the background information 
about CSR in relation to the Korean history of economic development and the 
hidden meaning of the respondents¶ answers.  
 
However, as the most controlled type of interview, structured interviewers ask 
fixed questions in a specific order without flexibility from the script (Harrell and 
Bradley 2009). It may create problems when a respondent does not understand 
a question (Harrell and Bradley 2009). Unstructured interviews can provide 
abundant information but they can be unstable or unreliable due to the 
inconsistency of the interview questions, thus creating difficulties in data coding 
(Creswell 2007). Both structured interviews and non-structured interviews 
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provide benefits in how to better understand respondents¶ perceptions. In 
conclusion, to understand the meaning of CSR and its drivers in South Korea, 
the semi-structured interview is the most efficient method because a 
respondents¶ perception and opinions can be fully gathered within three months 
of the research project. 
 
 
3.4 Telephone interviews 
 
Interviews were mainly conducted by telephone, as well as e-mail for the 
respondents who were reluctant to talk over the phone. Phone interviews 
provide following benefits: they reduce research costs and increase access over 
massive geographical distances (Bryman and Bell 2011). Moreover, it is better to 
ask respondants sensitive questions regarding their perception of CSR; if they 
are uncomfortable, they may respond with their company¶s position (Denver 
1995). 
 
To contact the interview respondents, the initial contacts were made by email to 
explain the overview of the project and go over the questions that would be 
asked. Then as a second contact, the interviews were initiated by telephone 
(with consideration for the time difference between the United Kingdom and 
South Korea), to arrange an appointment. Four interviewees out of twenty were 
reluctant to have phone interviews, so their answers were received only through 
email. The phone interviews averaged an hour per respondent and were all 
conducted in Korean (Bryman and Bell 2011). 
 
Denver (1995) points out that people have difficulties in maintaining formality if 
the respondents are close colleagues, considering it as a naturalistic style of 
interviewing. In this sense, this dissertation takes on a primarily neo-positivist 
stance on interviewing, rather than a romantic one, because it aims to establish 
the meaning of CSR as a reality µout there¶ rather than focusing respondents¶ 
cognitive and emotional mind as a romanticist does (Alvesson 2003). Therefore, 
the researcher¶s influence and other sources of µbias¶ were minimized (Alvesson 
2003). Also, since it explores the South Korean context, this dissertation also 
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takes the stance of a localist (Alvesson and Sveningsson 2008, cited in Thorpe 
and Holt 2008:119). 
The interviews took about one hour to conduct. After starting the interview, 
asking short ice-breaking questions, and the actual interview process, 
confidentiality was discussed and anonymity was explained (Harrell and Bradley 
2009). Creswell (2007) states that qualitative researchers face ethical issues 
while collecting data. Therefore, at the beginning of the interview, it was clearly 
stated that the respondents would be protected in terms of their anonymity. 
Moreover, all twenty intervieweeV¶ consents to utilize the answers and 
information for academic purposes of research were received. 
 
The respondents¶ answers were not recorded; they were instantly typed. This is 
due to the fact that Korean (in which the interviews were conducted), is a 
condensed language which allows for direct transcriptions as the respondent 
speaks. Since the first two interviewees experienced some difficulty in answering 
the interview questions immediately, it was beneficial to send an advance email 
to explain the overview of the project, such as the purpose and process of the 
interview (Harrell and Bradley 2009). The telephone interview may have 
limitations, as it is impossible to gather information from a respondents¶ posture, 
gestures or facial expressions (Denver 1995). 
 
 
3.5 Purposive sampling 
 
Interviewees were selected purposively on the basis of their ability and level of 
understanding about CSR in South Korea. Purposive sampling will be used in this 
study. Then, purposive sampling is ³essentially strategic and entails an attempt 
to establish a good correspondence between the research questions and 
sampling´. This enables the researcher to interview organizations and business 
managers who are relevant to the research questions (Bryman 2008). To 
explore the research questions, the interview samples are expected to provide 
the most suitable and right information. Since author has clear idea that the 
respondents should be government officials, CSR managers and NGO, this 
dissertation uses purposive sampling.  
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As a sampling strategy, four frameworks of categories were considered in order 
to analyze the participants¶ answers. Since this research uses social 
constructivism, all different perspectives from social entities were required to be 
collected from such as regulators as (e.g. Korean government and National 
Assembly), businesses (e.g. Multinational Corporations and Korean companies) 
and NGOs (including business federation). More specifically, the findings would 
be presented based according to these four frameworks. 
 
Firstly, it aims to compare the findings between Multinational Corporations and 
Korean corporations. Since the history of Korean CSR is not very long, it may 
show different patterns in their CSR strategies. Secondly, it aims to compare the 
findings between listed companies and unlisted companies. While listed 
companies would have more pressure for short-term profitability from the 
shareholders, non-listed companies could show a different view to their CSR. 
Thirdly, among the Korean companies, the perception of public and private 
corporations will be examined. Public corporations may be influenced by 
government policy as a key CSR driver. Fourthly, the characteristics of CSR 
based on a corporations¶ nationality needs to be examined. 
 
In total, twenty interviews were conducted. To avoid biases in sampling, it was 
considered whether the sample was µtruly representative¶ since bias could come 
from interview volunteers whom they are enthusiasts for or the entrenched 
opposition (Denver 1995). They are expected to responsibly provide credible 
information that balances the corporation¶s position with their own perception. 
Because this dissertation deals with a relatively small number of interviews from 
20 respondents, this issue was carefully considered. Moreover, to constitute the 
social world in which they are located, researchers do more than merely act as 
indicators of deeper phenomena, which is so called ³reflexivity´ (Bryman and 
Bell 2011). Since a researcher¶s location in time and social space affects the 
interpretation and the way of showing results, reflexivity requires a fundamental 
requisitioning of what is knowable in a given context. 
 
Those are selected based on the framework of data analysis to find similarities 
and differences regarding interview questions. The framework allows answers to 
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be compared between Korea-based domestic companies versus Multi-national 
corporations, listed-companies versus non-listed companies in the stock market 
and public companies versus private companies. Also, their industry lines of 
business are varying from the ten different industries or organizations.  
 
Table2. Interview respondents 
 
 
 
 
Category Line of Business Position Country 
Government 
Government  Deputy Director South Korea 
Government 
Agency 
Inspector South Korea 
National 
Assembly 
Assistant to a Parliament 
Member 
South Korea 
Corporations 
(Multi-
National) 
Manufacture Regulatory Affairs Manager UK 
Manufacture Procurement Manager UK 
Manufacture CSR Manager UK 
Manufacture Vice CEO Germany 
Finance CSR Manager Netherlands 
Manufacture PR Manager United States 
Manufacture Corporate Affairs Manager Japan 
Corporations 
(Korea-
based) 
Finance CSR Manager South Korea 
Finance CSR Executive South Korea 
Finance Head of Sustainability South Korea 
Infrastructure CSR Manager South Korea 
Oil and Energy Head of CSR South Korea 
Manufacture CSR Manager South Korea 
Construction CSR Task Force member South Korea 
Civil Society 
NGO (business 
federation) 
Head of Sustainability South Korea 
NGO (business 
federation) 
Manager  South Korea 
NGO Secretary General South Korea 
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3.6 Gaining access and ethical issues 
 
Regarding access, the aXWKRU¶V professional relationships were fully utilized. Due 
to professional careers in CSR consultancy and in the tobacco industry, I was 
able to gain access to the industry. Actually, interviews were conducted through 
direct access because there were existing professional relationships with most of 
the respondents. In these interviews, there were no significant gatekeepers to 
control access to the respondents. In the case of the interview with the top 
executive, a vice president of a German manufacturing company, the access was 
fully supported by his secretary, who was author¶s colleague in previous careers. 
In other cases, except for the Dutch finance company and the NGO that was 
supported by the local government, direct access was available from the existing 
relationship and sufficient rapport. A large number of interviews could enable the 
data to more likely generalize the research findings (Harrell and Bradley 2009). 
Therefore, the primary source of data for this dissertation comes from the 20 
qualitative interviews which might be the maximum number available to conduct. 
 
Most importantly, research ethics are standards of behaviour and practical 
procedures that researchers have to abide by (Burton and Goldsby 2010). The 
impact of participating in the research was communicated before doing 
interviews. A consent form was also received to make sure that it was a 
voluntary and informed decision (Silverman 2010). The participants were to be 
protected from any type of harm. 
 
 
3.7 Data analysis and limitation 
 
Qualitative research has a distinct set of methods or practices that are entirely 
independent (Denzin and Lincoln 2003). Analysing data from the interview 
transcripts and file notes will be based on an inductive approach to identify a 
group of ideas by means of thematic codes. Thematic data analysis is highly 
inductive and the themes are not imposed by the researcher (Braun and Clarke 
2006). This dissertation takes a more realistic point of view rather than a 
constructivist point of view because the research questions, the meaning of CSR 
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and motivation, can be drawn from company¶s official position about their CSR 
strategies and focused activities as well as from the manager¶s perception to 
evaluate the activities. Since the interview respondents are purposively selected 
for their focus on CSR managers and relevant organizations, socially constructed 
narrative and dialogic analysis would be too broad to identify the meaning of 
CSR and CSR motivation. 
 
However, this research has limitations in that the number of samples was not 
able to cover all the stakeholder groups to form the reality of CSR in South 
Korea. Especially, regarding the government¶s perspectives, even though 
governments are very important stakeholders of this research, only 2 officials 
were available due to the time limitation. Therefore, it would be difficult to 
generalise the findings from this research to a whole societal perspective about 
CSR in South Korea. Also, four of the twenty respondents were only 
communicated with through documentation. Therefore, their answers are less 
detailed than the answer from the one hour interviews. Although the directions 
on how to answer to the interview questions were clearly communicated, some 
of their responses were limited, for example only, they focused mainly on the 
company position regarding CSR. 
 
Moreover, due to the limitation of the research period, cultural influences about 
CSR were not deeply touched upon. Although South Korea has its own 
characteristic of doing business and conducting CSR based on its strong culture, 
academic research on this cannot be fully conducted depending on the 
respondents¶ answers. Also, comparative CSR studies are conducted on a 
general level within the perspective of the structure of capitalism. However, it 
would be worth it to further research the relationship between people¶s 
characteristics from a cultural perspective and the types CSR and business 
development. Also, the UK interviews were not conducted due to the three-
month time limitation of this project. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
4.1 Overview of research findings 
 
4.1.1 Framework of the findings 
 
This chapter argues the findings from the interviews with twenty CSR 
professionals in South Korea. The primary data was collected from the interviews. 
Interview questions were designed to answer the two main research questions 
about how South Korean business understands the meaning of CSR and CSR 
drivers from institutional perspectives. Also, this dissertation compared CSR in 
South Korea with CSR in the United Kingdom. 
 
Figure5. Framework of institutional CSR drivers 
 
Source: Author¶s own modified from DiMaggio and Powell (1983) 
Scott (1995), Campbell (2007) and Aguilera et al. (2007) 
 
All answers were analyzed within the framework of institutional CSR drivers in 
three dimensions (societal, political and business) to answer the research 
questions. Firstly, the business dimension explains a CEO¶s philosophy as a key 
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CSR driver and isomorphism as well as a philosophy under mimetic pressure. 
Secondly, political dimensions are explained by the role the government plays 
under coercive pressure. Thirdly, the societal dimension represents how 
perception changes in CSR under normative pressure. However, the effect of 
globalisation in CSR can be viewed from both political and business dimensions 
under coercive and mimetic pressure. 
 
The meaning of CSR can be also drawn from the framework. Since this 
dissertation uses a social constructivist approach for the research paradigm, 
different respondents from the three dimensions could provide an opportunity to 
understand the meaning of CSR in South Korea.  
 
Also, to analyze CSR on a corporate level, companies are categorized into eight 
types. Different patterns of answers were found between Korea based domestic 
companies versus Multi-national corporations, listed-companies versus non-listed 
companies on the stock market, public companies versus private companies and 
sectoral versus non-sectoral divisions. 
 
Table3. Categories of corporation  
National company 
(Domestic firm) 
Sectoral 
(Industry) 
Listed  
company 
Public 
company 
International 
company 
(MNCs ) 
Non-sectoral 
(Government and 
Civil society) 
Non-listed 
company 
Private 
company 
 
From the thematic analysis some key findings are found. 
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4.1.2 Key findings about CSR in South Korea 
 
Political and business dimensions appear to be stronger CSR drivers than the 
societal dimension in South Korea. Through the interview transcript analysis, 
four main themes were found. 
 
1. Firstly, CSR means philanthropy. 
CSR is mainly perceived as a philanthropy which is mostly disconnected 
from corporate strategy. Different from Carroll¶s pyramid, discretionary 
responsibility (e.g. philanthropy) is built on economic responsibility. 
However, corporations, which have a strong foundation philosophy in CSR, 
show a tendency to drive long-term CSR strategy. 
 
2. Secondly, CSR lacks authenticity. 
People¶s distrust toward chaebol groups is quite strong. The cases of 
corporate scandal, mainly in creating slush funds and embezzlement, 
have been repeated from the 1970s up until 2013. Due to those issues, it 
is widely perceived that large Korean conglomerates are weak in business 
ethics. 
 
3. Thirdly, government is a strong CSR driver. 
As driver of CSR, coercive governmental pressure is significant, especially 
for the big conglomerates. Government policy focuses on two main areas: 
economic democracy and shared growth. This is to establish fair 
operation practices in business, which is mainly caused by the big 
business oriented economic structure. 
 
4. Fourthly, globalisation has influenced CSR. 
Historically, globalisation has affected Korean Society. South Korea has 
restructured its financial systems after receiving a bailout loan from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) during the Asian financial crisis in 
1997. It helped enhance the soundness of the Korean financial system 
which requires more transparency in business transactions. However, on 
the corporate level, CSR is not very influenced by global pressure. 
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Table4. Overview of CSR in South Korea 
 
Players Meaning of 
CSR 
Main areas of 
CSR activities 
Direction CSR Drivers 
Local-based 
private 
company 
Brand image 
building 
Short-term PR 
outcomes 
Mainly CSR as 
Philanthropy 
(Disconnected 
from the 
strategy) 
Integration to 
corporate 
strategy 
Government 
Policy 
(Coercive) 
Stakeholders¶ 
expectation 
(Relational) 
State-owned 
public 
company 
Social norm, 
value creation 
for the society 
Mainly CSR as 
Philanthropy, 
Ethical 
management 
Depending on 
the area that 
government 
drives 
Government 
driven CSR 
(Annual 
management 
evaluation) 
Foreign-based 
MNCs 
CSR as 
corporate 
strategy 
Product 
liability, EHS 
(Part of 
corporate 
strategy) 
Integration to 
the global 
sustainability 
trend 
Less influence 
from 
government 
Government 
and National 
Assembly 
Better society 
and balanced 
society 
Policy 
designing 
promotion 
rather than 
regulation 
Public opinion 
and sentiment 
Business 
Federation 
Competitive 
advantage for 
the members 
CSR 
promotion and 
consulting 
Embedding 
CSR to the 
society 
Global 
initiative 
(DJSI, ISO) 
NGOs Distribution of 
welfare 
Charity 
activities 
Independent 
from the 
influence of 
corporation 
Normative 
pressure 
Listed 
company 
Mainly profit 
maximisation 
Mainly CSR as 
Philanthropy, 
DJSI 
Rank as a 
responsible 
company 
Shareholder 
profit, DJSI 
Unlisted 
company 
Way of 
business 
Mainly CSR as 
Philanthropy, 
Ethical 
management 
Integration to 
corporate 
strategy 
Founder¶s 
philosophy, 
Stakeholder¶s 
expectation 
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4.2 Meaning of CSR in South Korea 
 
4.2.1 Understanding CSR 
 
According to respondents, CSR has not been well settled as a part of corporate 
management system in South Korea. Although respondents, as CSR 
professionals understand the concept of CSR, the four faces of responsibility 
(economic, legal, ethical and discretionary), they answer that companies in 
South Korea do not have an intent to see CSR as an integrated way of the four 
faces. CSR activities are mainly thought of philanthropy in South Korea and they 
focus on philanthropy and cultural sponsorship as their CSR activities, while we 
are doing more on product development and the environment. 
 
However, the main CSR areas of focus in MNCs are slightly different from those 
of Korean companies. Their scope of understanding in CSR is focused more on 
product liability, human rights, and employee health. This is in consistency with 
global challenges, since they are fully controlled by global headquarters. MNCs 
may be more sensitive than Korean companies concerning global issues because 
we are strongly aligned with global headquarters. Korean companies remain at 
the initial stage of CSR.  
 
Similarly, MNCs in South Korea show a similar tendency to drive philanthropic 
CSR as a pillar of their CSR activities as a part of a localisation strategy.  
 
«´I think there might be a few companies to understand the 
systematic concept of CSR and that it includes many areas, for 
example, ethical management, legal compliance and philanthropy.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
«´In fact, Korean companies have a strong tendency to consider CSR 
simply as a donation and charity activities. However, MNCs seem to 
have an ethically wider scope of CSR, having a standard of business 
compliances from global headquarterV«´ 
CSR manager, UK manufacturing company 
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«´I believe a company has to make profits but the critical thing is how 
to make it-both legally and ethically. Our company has driven ethical 
management as a top priority after paying a lot of costs from an 
ethical scandal.´«  
Vice CEO, German manufacturing company 
 
«³The effort to philanthropy should be authentic. Otherwise, as some 
chaebol corporations created scandals in slush funds and 
embezzlement, the huge amount of money to society in the form of 
philanthropic activities would become a wasted effort if people do not 
trust them.´« 
Procurement manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´As a corporate citizen, we are seeking shared growth with the 
community where we operate in-based on long term view. Our CSV 
(Corporate Shared Value) strategies are well-established and they are 
in line with global challenges such as environmental pollution and 
community involvement.´« 
PR manager, US manufacturing company 
 
«´As a global player sourcing from developing countries, we are quite 
sensitive in coping with the expectations from the global society in the 
areas of human rights and the environment.´« 
Procurement manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´Our CSR activities, especially philanthropy, are not very different 
from our competitors: domestic or global. The only difference is that 
the beneficiaries are different by each corporation.´« 
CSR manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´We do similar CSR activities with Korean competitors. We have two 
pillars to drive. Those are ³children´ and WKH³environment´. However, 
we try to have sustainability with a long term direction.´« 
CSR manager, Dutch finance company 
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Korean corporations do not understand CSR in depth. They just 
publish CSR reports and their activities are not linked to their 
corporate strategy. The fundamental problem in South Korea starts 
from the lack of understanding CSR. 
CSR Manager, Korean infrastructure company 
 
 
4.2.2 Corporate Social Irresponsibility and perception on business 
 
There are two main types of corporate social irresponsibility in South Korea. 
These are issues in ³corruption´ and in ³fair operation .´ Corruption (e.g. bribery, 
embezzlement and slush funds) are rooted in the relationship between business 
and government as a form of traditional ³Jeong Kyeong Yuchak .´ Also, the fair 
operation issue comes from the power relationship between big businesses and 
small businesses. 
 
«´Traditionally, South Koreans have had quite strong trust in business 
during the initial stage of economic development because business in 
the 1960s-1970s seemed to be in line with the historic national 
task.´«  
 
«´However, social transparency seems to be disrupted through the 
issue with chaebols. For example, there were a few cases of a 
procurement manager in big conglomerates who kept changing 
suppliers by overusing the power of his position in 1980s.´« 
 
«´Also, it became very difficult for small businesses to survive under 
this economic structure because of big businesses¶ unfair treatment 
such as the exploitation of small businesses. Therefore, social 
transparency has been disorganised.´« 
Vice CEO, German manufacturing company 
 
Although chaebol groups have significantly contributed to society, respondents 
answered that South Korean society still has distrust in those big conglomerates. 
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This perception has been adherent from a series of chaebol scandals in fraud 
accounting and slush funds, which constitutes the main pattern of social 
irresponsibility in South Korea. It has been clearly understood by CSR 
professionals that the ethical issues are influenced by the traditional relationship 
between government and business (³Jeong Kyeong Yu Chak´), and the image 
remains strong. 
 
«´I think that ³Jeong Kyeong Yu Chak´ is probably still going on. 
Depending on who takes political power, corporations decide where 
to invest. Although we want to believe that society has changed, in 
all actuality, it seems it has changed very little.´« 
Secretary general, NGO 
 
«´chaebol CEOs must frequently be in prison due to the scandals. 
Their investment to society under the name of CSR is useless. Their 
foundation is also run by the CEO¶s relatives and they only spend 
profits from the fund. This is not the real meaning of philanthropy. 
Economic growth must be very excellent but the huge amount of 
money used for philanthropy is in vain because chaebol CEOs have 
been hot issues for its corruption.´« 
Procurement manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´Due to the development policies since the 1960s, big business was 
the dominant structure of the economy because government benefited 
those companies during the 1970s-1980s. The relationship between 
politics and economy still exist.´« ³Compared with Global players in 
South Korea, Korean big conglomerates are relatively weaker in 
business ethics and compliance. CEOs seem to think that the 
corporate assets are their own. Also, small businesses could not settle 
in due to the corporation¶s preferential relationship with government, 
Jeong Kyeong Yu Chak. Therefore, there is a tendency for social 
transparency to be disrupted.´« 
Vice CEO, German manufacturing company 
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«´In fact big conglomerates have been truly contributing to the 
country. Although there are still a few problems wtih chaebol in 
business ethics, it has improved a lot. But as a given fact in South 
Korea, those behaviors also need to be considered as a way to a 
FRUSRUDWLRQ¶V survival.´«. 
Inspector, Government agency 
 
Therefore, the respondents show a tendency to state that CSR in South Korea is 
a method of window-dressing or a smoke-screen to hide their irresponsible 
business practices. This is strongly linked to a series of big conglomerate 
scandals in South Korean society. However, their contribution to society is also 
strongly perceived. In this sense, chaebol companies can be perceived as less 
strict in their business ethics. 
 
«´MNCs are stricter than Korean companies in terms of business 
ethics. However, big conglomerates are doing many more things than 
government. The reason that government may favour big 
conglomerates is because of the fact that those companies have more 
room to contribute to society. Korean conglomerates can do what 
foreign companies cannot do for society.´« 
Corporate affairs manager, Japan manufacturing company 
 
 
4.2.3 CSR as a window dressing or smoke screen 
 
Most of CSR professionals answered that philanthropy, as a form of CSR, has 
been a ³window dressing´ or ³smoke screen .´ CSR has the characteristic of being 
a one-time event disconnected from corporate strategy. Corporations have a 
tendency to consider NGOs as event organizers. 
 
«´When a CEO was sentenced to jail time, a company manager asked 
us to present a petition to the court by highlighting their philanthropic 
activities. Since corporations provide large donations, charity 
organizations find it quite difficult to avoid image-making activities too. 
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Also, if DUHQ¶WHTXLSSHG with PR capability, it is quite difficult to work 
with corporations.´« 
Secretary General, NGO 
 
«´We are supposed to spend 1 percent of our net profit towards 
philanthropy but it is very difficult to do that before we have enough 
profit to spend the money. Actually, we could not do that in the 
Vietnamese market due to lack of profit.´« 
Corporate Affairs Manager, Japanese Manufacturer 
 
«´CSR is very important as one of the pillars of our 3 strategies. 
However, I cautiously think CSR (philanthropy) would be the first area 
where the budget would be cut if our financial performance was 
poor.´« 
CSR manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´I think the CSR in most of Korean companies has degraded CSR to 
perfunctory activities by publishing only CSR reports and doing short-
term philanthropic activities, disconnected from corporate strategy. I 
can hardly find a company where CSR is well established in South 
Korea.´« 
CSR manager, Korean Infrastructure company 
 
«´When the corporation published its guidelines to donate a small 
percent of our salary to a designated charity organization, we were 
very much opposed to the policy. Therefore, later, my company 
mandates it only for managerial levels, leaving the others to decide on 
a voluntary basis.´« 
A member of CSR task force, Korean construction company 
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4.2.4 Partnership between Corporations and NGOs 
 
NGOs, mainly as charity organizations, have been financially dependent on 
corporations. Most of the donations are received from corporations rather than 
individual citizens. For example, WKH ³consumer report´ in the US works 
independently from the influence of corporations because it is available in self-
financing from the subscribers. In this sense, it would not be easy for the NGOs 
to have a strong ³watch dog´ function in South Korea. 
 
A corporatLRQ¶V philanthropy is to increase financial performance rather than to 
promote responsible behavior. Under the condition that corporate strategy shows 
a tendency to be disconnected from corporate strategy, the short-term image-
making seems to be the focus of corporations. Therefore, society does not 
accept a corporation¶s good behavior as it is supposed to be. When philanthropy 
is conducted together with corporate PR, it harms the nature of philanthropy.  
 
«´Corporations GRQ¶Wseem to feel pride in their CSR activities. It¶s like 
a onetime event with no consistency. The majority of the donations 
come from corporations rather than general citizens. Therefore, NGOs 
need to support a corporations¶ PR oriented philanthropy. Recently, 
NGOs in South Korea also started changing their mind to run more 
independent from the influence of corporations. We are going to 
consider their purpose and authenticity. Philanthropy is a voluntary 
action, but it is voluntary with the purpose of image-building for the 
company in South Korea.´« 
Secretary General, NGO 
 
Although the power balance between corporations and NGOs come from many 
relational factors such as the government, media, consumers and business, the 
amount of donations could be considered one of the factors to explain the 
dependency of NGOs. It is difficult to say that corporations and citizens can have 
equal donations, but the respondents from NGOs consider it an important point. 
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Figure6. Dependency of NGOs in South Korea 
 
 
 
4.3 Institutional drivers in CSR 
 
There are many institutional drivers influencing CSR in South Korea. Among the 
three pillars of coercive, normative and relational pressures, the government 
role is the most influential for the corporate decision regarding CSR. Also, the 
CEO¶s philosophy is one of the most crucial factors. However, there are clear 
differences depending on the types of corporations. MNCs and non-listed 
corporations say that they do not feel much pressure from the government, 
while Korean companies seem strongly influenced by government. Moreover, 
non-listed companies that were established on the founder¶s philosophy show a 
tendency to have long-term CSR approach. 
 
 
4.3.1 CEO¶s philosophy as a key CSR driver (Business dimension) 
 
The CEO¶s philosophy affects the corporation¶s ideology of CSR. Also, this 
establishes a strong spirit for the companies to be able to conduct a long-term 
strategy. When the corporation¶s core value becomes its CSR strategy, it 
becomes part of the long-term strategy of the corporation. Still, such companies 
seem to be continuously affected by the inherited spirit of the founder rather 
than financial performance, as their corporate DNA. 
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«´Our founder¶s philosophy is exactly same as the concept of CSR. 
After the Korean War, the only thing that we had was poverty and 
hunger with only $65 of per capita GNP in 1950s. What we did as an 
insurance company was to support people to be able to escape from 
the poverty through educational insurance.´« 
Head of sustainability, Korean Finance company 
 
«A business leaders¶ philosophy is crucial as a CSR driver. The 
founder¶s philosophy to return his entire assets to society has been 
deeply established as a corporate management philosophy. So, we 
have not fired any employees for the last forty years, even when the 
business was in recession. Moreover, unlike many big conglomerates, 
our top executives have never been involved in any type of corruptive 
business practice. The scope towards CSR seems very limited. Even 
my company is also considering CSR as philanthropy only.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
As companies in South Korea perceive CSR as short-term philanthropy, it shows 
a tendency to be disconnected from corporate strategy. However, non-listed local 
Korean businesses have a tendency to engage with CSR aligned with long-term 
strategic approaches because CEOs has the strongest will in CSR. The 
LPSRUWDQFHRIWKH&(2¶VUROHZDV stressed from many respondents. 
 
«´We are holding a quarterly CSR committee led by the group 
chairman. It affected our management to perceive CSR as a 
mandatory and essential strategy for corporate performance. Even 
one year before ISO 26000 was enacted, we voluntarily developed a 
CSR performance measurement tool based on ISO 26000. It is used 
to evaluate our CSR performance and the results are reflected onto 
the strategies of each department to improve.´« 
CSR manager, Korean Oil and Energy company 
 
«´7he strongest driver in our company is our group chairman¶s strong 
willingness towards CSR. Also, I think if corporation wants to 
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maximise shareholder benefit, the CSR strategy should be connected 
to its long-term corporate strategy. I like what Michael Porter says ³a 
hodgepodge of uncoordinated CSR activities disconnected from the 
FRPSDQ\¶VVWUDWHJ\ that neither makes any meaningful social impact 
nor strengthens  WKHILUP¶VORQJ-term competitiveness´« 
CSR Manager, Korean Infrastructure company 
 
 
«´Due to the strong will of our CEO, we have driven ISO 26000 as a 
process to be a global corporation. It is because our parent company 
consulted CSR for the subsidiaries. However, it ended as a short-term 
project because the priority of our management had been changed.´« 
A member of CSR Task Force, Korean construction company 
 
 
4.3.2 What changes perception in CSR (Societal dimension) 
 
An employee¶s perception and awareness in CSR can be strongly influenced by a 
CEO. Regarding changes in perception and awareness, the respondents from 
Korean companies and MNCs show a different perspective. 
 
«´There are no changes in perceiving CSR internally. People are not 
interested in CSR. They do not think it is important.´« 
A member of CSR Task Force, Korean construction company 
 
«´I do not really feel that CSR awareness has been improved in the 
organization. I think the level of employee perception depends on the 
interest of the management in CSR. Nowadays, CSR is not the priority 
of our management because short-term high performance seems 
more important than CSR for the CEO in his career.´« 
Regulatory affairs manager, British manufacturing company  
 
«´I cannot feel much change in employee awareness or perception on 
CSR. We are just doing our internal programs in CSR´« 
Corporate affairs manager, Japanese manufacturing company 
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«´Currently our perception on philanthropy has changed to be aligned 
with our core value. Due to the concept of Creating Shared Value 
(CSV) which has been widely spread in South Korea, we perceive it as 
a necessity. However, it is still not easy to draw employees into 
voluntary participation in philanthropic activities. 
CSR manager, British manufacturing company 
 
 
«´There is no change in employee awareness or perception on CSR. 
We have continuously supported Korean business partners and 
invested into the Korean society, as those are our business strategies. 
Our business practices, as long-term CSR strategies may have 
influenced the concept of Creating Shared Value´« 
PR manager, US manufacturing company 
 
Some respondents mention that there are some changes in CSR. Some 
respondents say that the expectations of stakeholders affect its strategic 
changes. Also, it seems available when they are fully supported by the top 
executive. Government pressure also affects their changes. 
 
«´There is a change in CSR perception. We have consistently invested 
in ³green projects´ for more than thirty years. However, our new CEO 
hopes to create his own business performance which can be 
differentiated from what the previous CEO has done.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
«´7KH Jovernment¶s increased pressure for the finance industry to 
enhance the performance of philanthropy has become a driving force 
to change our perception on CSR. ´« 
CSR manager, Dutch finance company 
 
«´, feel that our employee awareness and perception of CSR has been 
improving continuously, about twenty percent each year. Also, we 
are going to change our current framework of stakeholder¶s principle 
because it might be insufficient to meet our stakeholder¶s 
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expectations. Therefore, we are going to change it.´« 
Head of Sustainability, Korean finance company 
 
«´We communicate CSR issues with employees frequently enough to 
tire them because the government¶s index for yearly evaluation was 
changed to contain CSR performance from this year. Thanks to that, 
the perception of our people has been much improved, about two 
hundred percent.´« 
CSR manager, Korean finance company (public) 
 
 
4.3.3 Role of government as a CSR driver (Political dimension) 
 
The relationship between the government and corporations has been changed. 
Although the image between the government and businesses is not perfectly 
transparent, most of the respondents stated that the traditional form of ³Jeong 
Kyeong Yu Chak´ has been improved to be more responsible. However, the 
historical background of rapid economic development created chaebol-centric 
economic structures and the direction of the government policy is aiming to 
improve the problems caused by the vertical relationship between small and big 
business, such as shared growth and economic democracy. 
 
This is because society has recognised the balanced growth of both entities 
reducing unfair business practices from the imbalance of the power between the 
two entities (e.g. payment delays, big business¶s expansion to SME¶s business 
areas). However, respondents answered differently according to the types of 
corporations to which they belonged. The corporations that have grown from a 
certain level of ³Jeong Kyeong Yuchak´ mention that the role of government to 
drive CSR is significant. Government policy seems to impact big Korean 
conglomerates much more than it does to MNCs.  
 
«´I feel that government tries to burden businesses through 
regulations. We have to cope with those requirements by having a 
new taskforce team or department. However, the relationship 
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between the government and businesses has changed. It must be 
different from the old form of ³Jeong Kyeong Yu Chak´.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
«´We have to abide by the government regulations. However, before 
the government regulated the shared growth of small businesses, we 
have been doing our own programs to support small partner 
companies, establishing the practice of fair operation.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
«´Currently, the Korean government drives CSR policies. Economic 
democracy and shared growth are the two notable pillars of the 
driving areas. Also, there is a strong movement to mandate CSR 
reporting and it will possibly be discussed at the National Assembly.´« 
CSR manager, Korean Infrastructure company 
 
«´Mainly government requests job creation to big conglomerates, as 
well as philanthropy. The promotion of SMEs through the policy of 
shared growth and supply chain management are areas of 
government interest.´« 
Head of Sustainability, Korean finance company 
 
«´Our CEO drove ISO 2600 since he perceived global CSR initiatives 
as an important step in the process of becoming a global corporation. 
Also, the government ranks private companies, as well as public 
companies on their performance of shared growth. This impacts our 
image to society, as well as our business operations.´« 
«´I cannot feel many changes in employee awareness or perception 
on CSR. We are just doing our internal programs in CSR´« 
Japanese manufacturing company 
 
Korean public corporations, in particular, illustrate how governmental policy is 
the key driver in engaging with CSR. Since the government¶s annual evaluation 
index contains corporate social performance, governmental coercive pressure 
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has been the top priority as a CSR driver. Public companies make a strong effort 
to execute the government¶s guidelines for evaluation. 
 
As a public company, we are very strongly influenced by the direction 
of the government. Because the government emphasises the 
importance of CSR, we have to drive CSR policies to cope with 
governmental policy. This is the biggest motivation of CSR in our 
organisation. However, as a public corporation, our business means 
creating social values´« 
CSR manager, Korean finance company (public) 
 
«´Governmental policy direction is the strongest CSR driver for us. 
Since the government included CSR in the annual evaluation index, 
we have to create CSR performance to get a high mark. The mark is 
also linked to our financial incentives´« 
CSR Executive, Korean finance company (public) 
 
Moreover, Korean companies and MNCs show different perspectives of the 
government¶s coercive pressure. Compared to the respondents¶ answers from 
Korean companies, those from MNCs answered that they felt less pressure from 
the government. Respondents from Korean companies stated the influence of 
government. Also, a respondent of MNC supported this idea as demonstrated 
below. 
 
«´,Q IDFWJovernmental pressure towards big conglomerates is very 
significant. The government announces the ranking of corporations in 
its grade of fair operations between big conglomerates and small 
businesses to show the capabilities for shared growth.´« 
«´We have to receive a good grade from the government in 
management evaluation. Therefore, our management activities 
(including CSR), are very focused on governmental policy changes. 
This year, the government included philanthropy, job creation and 
shared growth with small businesses.´« 
A member of CSR task force, Korean construction company 
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«´*overnmental pressure to the insurance industry is especially, 
significant. Since the government is very interested in the 
philanthropy of insurance companies, we are concerned about in 
coping with governmental policy direction.´« 
CSR manager, Dutch finance company 
 
«´7he government definitely leads CSR in society. Corporations are 
assessed by the government. For example, the government publicly 
announces the company ranking regarding shared growth. Since the 
policy making is influenced by public sentiment, probably ESG can 
also be regulated in the future.´« 
CSR manager, Korean finance company (public) 
 
However, MNCs seem less influenced by government as they consider the 
government as their business partner rather than a regulator. Also, non-listed 
Korean companies note that they do not feel many burdens. It seems that they 
have long-term strategies on their own. 
 
«´I have not felt the pressure from the government. However, I think 
big conglomerates would be strongly affected by governmental 
policies. The government might easily influence big conglomerates 
because CEOs and high-ranking government officials are able to 
establish a communication channel through business federations.´« 
Regulatory affairs manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´I think we are doing what we think is important rather than 
following governmental policies. Basically, we consider the 
government as our partner´« 
Corporate Affairs manager, Japanese manufacturing company 
 
«´Although regulations should be abided by without choice, basically 
our governmental relationship in CSR means partnership´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
«´We do not think that we have much of a relationship with the 
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government because we are doing CSR activities according to our 
strategy. However, I think we need to cooperate with the 
government.´« 
Vice CEO, German manufacturing company 
 
«´WKHJovernment has two faces; one as a regulator the other as a 
partner. Although there are many regulations in our industry, we have 
taken a partnership with the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family to 
enhance women¶s competency. It might be the more advanced way of 
government relations´« 
CSR manager, British manufacturing company 
 
 
4.3.4 Globalisation and CSR (Political and Business dimensions) 
 
CSR in the South Korean society has been strongly influenced by the effects of 
globalisation. The government controlled the banking industry in the 1970s and 
1980s periods of globalisation. However, the Korean financial system has been 
restructured since the financial crisis in 2007.  
 
«´CSR in our society has been stressed since the Asian financial crisis 
in 2007. During the period controlled by the International Monetary 
Fund, the Korean economy, including the financial sectors, has been 
restructured. So as to overcome this crisis, the banking sector and 
corporations became more sound and transparent.´« 
Assistant to a member of National Assembly 
 
On the company level, respondents answered that there was no high global 
pressure regarding CSR affecting their business. They perceived that global 
pressures, which are driven by global CSR initiatives and international standards 
(e.g. UN Global Compact, ISO Standards), were not that influential because 
those involve voluntary action rather than mandatory ones.  
 
«´CSR professionals mention that the effect of globalization is not 
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strong because global CSR initiatives do not have compulsory 
requirements as a whole. We GRQ¶W feel well because our standards 
required by our headquarters are very high. Therefore, we believe 
that it would be sufficient if we followed up on internal standards.´« 
Regulatory affairs manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´There is no big pressure from the global market regarding CSR. 
Also, there are no regulations to our industry. ISO 26000 also does 
not seem to work properly in Korea since it is only a guideline and not 
mandatory.´« 
CSR manager, Korean manufacturing company 
 
«´We examined GRI, UNGC and ISO 26000 in detail and but we are 
already performing parts of those guidelines. The impact of 
globalization GRHVQ¶W seemt very strong because it is on voluntary 
basis, not compulsory.´« 
Head of Sustainability, Korean insurance company 
 
However, companies are also very strongly influenced by global headquarters or 
parent companies as some of the strongest CSR drivers. Also, the CSR 
guidelines of rating agencies seem to affect corporations in engaging with CSR. 
 
«´We GRQ¶t feel much global pressure. However, obviously, our CSR 
activities are motivated by the guidelines of our global head office in 
London.´« 
Procurement manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´We have been pressured by our parent company¶s high standards 
of environmental management. The performance affects our 
executives¶ promotions. Therefore, it seems quite important to abide 
by the rule.´« 
A member of CSR Task Force, Korean construction company 
 
«´I do not really feel the pressure from the government. But we 
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consider it important to manage the pressure from our global 
headquarters. Based on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, we have 
to make a good performance.´« 
Procurement manager, British manufacturing company 
 
 
4.3.5 Isomorphism in CSR (Business dimension) 
 
Respondents from business federations mostly answered that there is a strong 
isomorphism in CSR. Especially, there was a very strong isomorphism in the 
contents of CSR or Sustainability reports. Also, mimetic pressure was found in 
being a member of the UN Global Compact. However, CSR managers say that 
their CSR activities are uniquely designed. 
 
«´We are monitoring our competitor¶s CSR strategy to propel a 
differentiation strategy. Although we benchmark them, we do not 
mimic their activities because we have our own strategy that allows 
us to differentiate ourselves.´« 
Corporate affairs manager, British manufacturing company 
 
«´I evaluated about sixty CSR reports but their contents were almost 
all the same. I think this was a consequence of following the global 
CSR initiatives such as the GRI 3.1 guideline, ISO 26000, DJSI and UN 
Global Compact¶s principles. The real purpose of publishing CSR 
reports seems to have disappeared.´« 
Manager, NGO (Business Federation) 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
 
This dissertation has defined the meaning of CSR based on the four faces of 
social responsibility (Carroll 1998) and corporate citizenship theory (Crane, 
Matten and Moon 2008). Also, CSR drivers in South Korea have been examined 
through ³the framework of institutional CSR drivers´ (figure 5) which is 
constituted of three dimensions (political, business and societal dimension) 
based on institutionalization theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 1995; 
Campbell 2007 and Aguilera et al. 2007). As a part of the institutional approach, 
comparative CSR perspectives have been applied (Kang and Moon 2012). This 
chapter will discuss three main key points of CSR in South Korea based on the 
findings. 
 
Firstly, the main concept of CSR needs to be discussed. It has been found that 
Korean companies put more weight on philanthropy rather than on legal and 
ethical responsibilities. Is it to maximize shareholder¶s profit as Friedman (1962) 
argues? If not, is it to satisfy the social expectations of stakeholders (Freeman 
1970)? Otherwise, it might be to pursue long-term competitive advantages 
(Porter and Kramer 2006). 
 
Secondly, the corporate citizenship model (Carroll 1999) and the corporate 
citizenship theory (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008) are discussed in a South 
Korean context. According to the findings, those theories do not seem able to 
explain the specific cases happening in South Korea. This is because social needs 
and expectations are changing based on the societal and economic situation as 
well as from the characteristics of the structure of capitalism (Kang and Moon 
2012). 
 
Thirdly, CSR in South Korea has been driven by many institutional drivers (e.g. 
coercive, mimetic and normative pressures) in different dimensions (e.g. political, 
business and societal dimensions, respectively). The CSR drivers in South Korea 
are examined based on institutional theories (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 
1995; Campbell 2007 and Aguilera et al. 2007). 
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By discussing the findings and existing theories, this chapter will argue these 
theories in detail to better understand CSR in South Korea. 
 
 
5.1 Meaning of CSR in South Korea 
 
Although Carroll (1999) suggested that CSR is constituted of the four different 
faces, the meaning of CSR in South Korea is understood in a limited scope and is 
mainly perceived as philanthropy. Although there are some changes in 
understanding CSR toward strategic integration, it still seems mostly 
disconnected from corporate strategy. Also, it can be inferred that the four faces 
of CSR have not been integrated because scandals in business ethics were 
happening in companies which proactively drove philanthropy. The core of the 
issue lies in legal and ethical responsibility, rather than economic and 
discretionary responsibility. 
 
Friedman (1970) argues that the social responsibility of business is to increase 
its profit. This is a skeptical view towards CSR because it believes that the only 
purpose of corporations is to maximize shareholder value. Shareholders induce a 
stronger instrumental motivation for CSR than relational motivation (Kang and 
Moon 2011). However, if voluntary investments on philanthropy end up in failure 
because of corporate scandals, corporations cannot add any value to their 
shareholder¶s rights (Friedman 1970). Since the social expectations of 
businesses increased, businesses would not be able to maximize their profit if 
they GLGQ¶W manage issues in societal, political and business dimensions 
(Freeman 1970; Jensen 1988; Aguilera et al. 2007). 
 
In this sense, chaebol group CEOs¶ repeating patterns of scandals in bribery, 
embezzlement of public funds and professional negligence can simply be 
perceived as a smoke screen or window dressing (Hanlon 2008; Basu and 
Palazzo 2008). If management brings about big financial loss because of 
unethical behaviour, their CSR activities (philanthropy) cannot be justified 
Freeman (1970) and Porter and Kramer (2006). This is not a way to maximise 
shareholder value at all (Jensen 1986) by creating an agency problem (Friedman 
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1970). 
 
It would be difficult to generalize. However, corporations in South Korea have 
shown that large amounts of investments in philanthropy could go wrong due to 
issues in ethical or legal responsibilities. The real meaning of increasing 
shareholder value is the balanced management outcomes between value 
creation and social risk aversion. Since the understanding of CSR in South Korea 
remains primarily in philanthropy, the same pattern could possibly repeat. 
 
 
5.2 Corporate Citizenship in South Korean Context 
 
5.2.1 CSR Pyramid in South Korea 
 
To understand how the South Korean society understands CSR, Carroll¶s pyramid 
is applied in this section because the pyramid provides an idea of how CSR is 
constituted and how the priority of each component varies in different countries. 
The four faces are one combined concept, not a separated individual one. 
Although PRVWRIWKHUHVHDUFKRQ&DUUROO¶V&653\UDPLGKDVEHHQLQDQ$PHULFDQ
context, some scholars show a different priority of each component of the 
pyramid in different contexts (Visser 2008; Muthuri and Gilbert 2011). 
 
Different from Carroll¶s pyramid, South Korean corporations seem to place 
philanthropy before legal and ethical responsibilities. Even though the legal 
system is well established in South Korean society, philanthropy has been the 
priority of company-level CSR. From a business perspective, philanthropy has 
been built on economic responsibility within the pyramid. Discretionary 
responsibility shows a closer relationship between economic and legal 
responsibility, rather than ethical responsibility. Possibly, its interaction with 
ethical responsibility is relatively weaker than with legal and economic 
responsibilities. Philanthropy as a discretionary responsibility shows a strong 
tendency to work as a part of creating short-term financial performance. 
 
When the big conglomerates demonstrate corruption and unfair business 
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practices, people come to distrust a corporations¶ authenticity towards CSR 
activities. The disconnected philanthropy from the FRUSRUDWLRQ¶V core values in 
South Korea probably comes from a lack of understanding and a CEO¶s 
willingness to engage with CSR. Since the ethical issues have been positioned as 
a repeating theme of CSR in South Korea, it cannot be said that discretionary 
responsibility has been built on ethical responsibility. As it can be perceived as a 
³window dressing´ or D ³smoke screen´, it could be arguable that Korean 
philanthropy has been closely linked to the short-term view of economic 
responsibility. 
 
Figure7. CSR Pyramid in South Korea 
 
Source: Modified from Carroll (1998) 
 
This shows a different priority from what Carroll (1998) suggested to describe 
mainly western developed countries. To the extent these discussions, the CSR 
pyramid has been applied to different countries. Crane and Matten (2004) apply 
&DUUROO¶V&653\ramid to discuss CSR in a European context and conclude that all 
levels of CSR play a role in Europe with varying significance. 
 
The South Korean CSR Pyramid appears the same as those in developing 
countries, especially in Africa (Visser 2008). However, the reason why the 
discretionary responsibility is built on economic responsibility is quite different. 
The issues in developing countries come from the lack of a sound legal system 
rather than an issue of legal compliance (Muthuri 2008; Muthuri and Gilbert 
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2011). However, as a state-led economy, South Korea has both a strong legal 
system and policies to regulate and promote CSR through its institutional 
systems.  
 
As discussed, although &DUUROO¶V&653\UDPLGLVa useful model for defining and 
exploring CSR, it shows limitations in conceptual clarity in applying it to South 
Korean contexts (Visser 2006). Also, the model was not able to adequately 
address the problem of conflict between ethical and discretionary responsibilities 
occuring in South Korea (Crane and Matten 2004). 
 
 
5.2.3 Corporate citizenship theory 
 
Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) argue that corporations are acting as if they 
were governments because they are responsible for the delivery of public goods. 
As a state led market economy (SLME), the South Korean government has 
worked closely with businesses, monitoring their performance in the 1970s and 
1980s (Kang 2010). Corporations in South Korea have been taking a leading role 
in the development of the social infrastructure. This can be termed as 
³developmental CSR´ (Kang and Moon 2011). Also, the South Korean 
government drives policies to regulate and to promote CSR, focusing on the 
relationship between small and big business, for the betterment of society in the 
2010s. 
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Figure8. Corporation as government in South Korea 
 
Source: Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) 
 
The original model puts government and corporations in a horizontal relationship. 
It explains the western context under the Liberal Market Economy. However, it 
cannot fully explain the case in South Korea because the power relation in South 
Korea has been quite different from the horizontal structure that shows strong 
vertical power relations due to the characteristics of a state-led market economy. 
As Lee (1992) describes, the government-business relationship in South Korea 
needs to be vertically situated because it has been worked as an internal 
organization. Due to the hierarchy between the government and corporations 
from the characteristics of a state-led economy, corporate citizenship theory has 
limitations to explain the relationship in a different structure of the economy, 
especially a state led economy. 
 
Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) mention that a corporation¶s business activity 
itself can create opportunities for its stakeholders to act as if they were citizens. 
Actually, the governing body of the corporations are significant to stakeholders in 
South Korea because a small number of big conglomerates are leading the South 
Korean economy. Economic power is largely concentrated in the hand of the 
governing body of businesses. However, the governing body has been strongly 
influenced by governmental policies in South Korea. Although the decision to 
engage in CSR activities is up to a corporation to decide, the government 
influences corporations, especially chaebol companies, to create opportunities for 
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their stakeholders (e.g. job creation, labour practices, fair trade). Since 
historically, the government has been very influential, the political perspective 
shows a dynamic view in understanding stakeholders as citizens. 
 
Figure9. Stakeholders as citizens in South Korea 
 
Source: Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) 
 
Crane, Matten and Moon (2008) provide an opportunity to explore the role of 
corporations in the arena of corporate citizenship showing the dynamics of power 
from a political view. The role of government as an institution will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. 
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5.3 Institutional CSR drivers in South Korea 
 
5.3.1 CSR in South Korea: ³Implicit´ or ³explicit´ 
 
Corporations face relational pressures from stakeholders to engage with CSR to 
legitimate their business activities (Aguilera et al. 2007; Campbell 2007). A 
corporation¶s CSR activity is directly influenced by regulatory pressures through 
governmental regulation and industrial self-regulation (Campbell 2007). From 
the history of the state-led economy, the pressure from the government has 
been the most significant CSR driver in South Korea. Brammer, Jackson and 
Matten (2012) argue that more state-centered forms of social solidarity influence 
the emergence of CSR stronger than the others. Matten and Moon (2008) argue 
that coercive isomorphism will bring more ³implicit CSR´ than ³explicit CSR´ 
because social systems demand responsible behaviour from corporations. For 
example, Western Europe has been perceived as implicit to CSR because the 
government strongly encourages and facilitates CSR as self-government (Gond, 
Kang and Moon 2011). Also, Kim et al. (2012) mention that cognitive and 
normative pressures lead Korean CSR to be implicit because people are not 
readily willing to talk about themselves under the Confucian culture.  
 
However, it might be difficult to take a strong position that CSR in South Korea 
is only ³implicit´, and not ³explicit´. This is because shareholder value has been 
layered on top of stakeholder value through the gradual marketisation of 
institutional arrangement (Kang and Moon 2011). South Korea has been 
influenced by Anglo-American capitalism which has been considered the cradle of 
explicit CSR (Gond, Kang and Moon 2011). It is supported by the respondents¶ 
answer that Korean corporations drive short-term based philanthropy as their 
main areas of CSR, disconnected from the long-term corporate strategy. 
Probably, the pursuit of public value during the development period has been 
replaced by shareholder value. Moreover, international regulatory pressures 
demand explicit CSR behavior (Kim et al. 2012). Since the financial crisis in 
1997, South Korean businesses had to be restructured with the guidance from 
the IMF to be more transparent in their business operations. 
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The findings of this dissertation support Kim et al. (2012) that South Korean CSR 
has been changing from implicit to explicit. South Korean CSR has both the 
characteristics of implicit and explicit because the pursuit of public value, 
³developmental CSR ,´ during the development period has been replaced by 
shareholder value due to the effects of globalisation. As it was discovered from 
the interviews, Korean CSR professionals mainly understand CSR as  
philanthropy which is linked to a short-term PR performance for a good image-
making purpose. Therefore, it can be said that South Korean corporations take a 
more explicit stance in line with their public relations. Also, coercive pressures 
from globalisation and government lead corporations to engage with explicit CSR.  
 
 
5.3.2 Government and CSR 
 
Campbell (2007) concludes that corporations are more likely to act in socially 
responsible ways when they face the monitoring of strong state regulations, 
collective industrial self-regulations, NGOs and other independent organizations 
and a normative institutional environment. However, Aguilera (2007) shows a 
different perspective regarding CSR drivers, noting that they are driven by a 
corporation¶s self-interest and instrumental motivation to enhance their 
competitiveness through product and service innovation, rather than a passive 
behaviour forced by regulation. 
 
It shows clear differences according to the types of corporations in South Korea. 
Regarding the coercive pressure from the government, respondents from MNCs 
and non-listed corporations say that they do not feel much pressure from 
government regulations. This is because non listed companies established on the 
founder¶s CSR philosophy mostly drive long-term CSR strategy as a way to 
enhance their competitiveness. Also, MNCs seem less influenced by the 
government because they perceive the government as their business partner, 
rather than their regulator. 
 
However, government policy seems to impact big Korean conglomerates more 
than MNCs. The corporations which have grown under the practice of ³Jeong 
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Kyeong Yuchak´ seem to feel a great deal of pressure from government policies. 
Governmental policy aims to improve the problems caused by the vertical 
relationship between small and big business, such as shared growth and 
economic democracy. Moreover, Korean public corporations show clear 
motivations for driving CSR because their CSR performances are evaluated by 
the government. 
 
 
5.3.3 Evolution of CSR in South Korea 
 
Gond, Kang and Moon (2011) conceptualise CSR as five distinct modes: CSR as 
self-government, as facilitated government, as partnership with government, as 
mandated by government and as a form of government. The relationship type 
can be applied to each developmental stage of the South Korean economy. 
 
Historically, CSR has been utilized as a form of government during the 
developmental period of the 1960s and 1970s in South Korea. As 
³developmental CSR ,´ Korean big conglomerates took leading roles, as a form of 
government. However, it is slightly different in South Korea because it has been 
designed and managed by the government. It appears more like CSR as 
something that is mandated by the government. The government gives big 
conglomerates pressure through regulations such as job creation, promoting 
philanthropy and fair trade. Recently, CSR works as a partnership with 
government. It can be seen from the MNCs¶ philanthropy in South Korea because 
of their perception of government as a partner rather than a regulator. 
 
 
5.3.4 Effects of globalization on CSR in South Korea 
 
Korean businesses that operate in international markets have increasingly 
complied with new international standards and regulations including the UN 
Global Compact, the Global Reporting Initiative, and ISO 26000 (Kim et al. 
2012). Rodriguez, Siegel, Hillman and Eden (2006) consider these as the quasi-
legal demands of international organizations. Actually in South Korea, business 
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associations take a leading role to proliferate CSR through establishing CSR 
centres to support their member companies (e.g. Federation of Korean 
Industries, Korea Chamber of Commerce, and Korean Standards Association).  
 
However, this dissertation found that such global initiatives (e.g. UN Global 
Compact and ISO 26000) are not very influential to corporations in South Korea. 
Since those are not mandatory regulations, they simply provide a certain level of 
mimetic pressure, rather than coercive pressure in South Korea. Interestingly, 
corporations seriously drive the initiative which directly gives business impact 
(e.g. DJSI and ISO 9001 and 14001). For example, listed companies consider 
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index as an important tool because it directly 
affects their investor relations. Although it is not a mandatory regulation, 
corporations take it seriously as an institutional pressure to CSR. 
 
Importantly, the national level of CSR in South Korea has been strongly 
influenced by the effects of globalisation through the economic reform led by the 
International Monetary Fund since 1997. On the company level, respondents 
answered that there ZHUHQ¶W DQ\ significant global pressures in CSR affecting 
their business. However, the reason why South Korean companies feel less 
pressure from the effects of globalisation may originate from the fact that they 
have already been equipped with global competitiveness because they focus  on 
exports to the global market. Therefore, they feel about a lot of mimetic 
pressure from globalisation. 
 
 
5.3.5 Dynamics of institutional CSR pressure 
 
CSR fosters the creation and strengthening of social relationships, as well as the 
reduction of negative feelings from bad relationships with with community 
(Aguilera et al. 2007). Also, firms pursue social legitimacy for their survival by 
complying with relational motives of industry norms and regulations (Aguilera et 
al. 2007). It works in the South Korean context. Figure 10 shows the dynamics 
of power in South Korea, explaining how each entity of CSR influences. 
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Figure10. Dynamics of Institutional CSR pressure in South Korea 
 
Source: Author¶s own modified version from DiMaggio and Powell (1983) 
Scott (1995), Campbell (2007) and Aguilera et al. (2007), Interview 
 
 
5.3.6 Comparative CSR between the United Kingdom and South Korea 
 
This section talks about comparative CSR from a historic and cultural perspective. 
Europe is regarded as a leader in CSR and CSR policies and the only European 
country that has a noteworthy history in CSR is the UK (Steurer 2010). To 
compare CSR between two countries, the background of their politics and culture 
need to be considered. Chapple and Moon (2005) compare CSR in seven Asian 
countries by considering the cultural and political environments which constitute 
the countries¶ national business system. Chapple and Moon (2005) consider long 
periods of military authoritarian rule, short periods of fragile democracy and the 
predominant religion (e.g. Buddhism and Christianity) as main factors in shaping 
CSR in South Korea. Also Kim et al. (2012) emphasise Confucianism as a key 
cultural influence in South Korea. These cultural factors could produce top-down 
ways of communicating and creating social values. 
 
Firstly, although it probably became one of the reasons for creating a fragile 
democracy, top-down communication is perceived as an efficient way to use 
limited national resources through the strong execution of governmental policies. 
Secondly, the hierarchical structure is observed in a few cases of unfair business 
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relationships between big conglomerates and SMEs in South Korea. Currently, 
economic democracy has been the mainstream of CSR policy because chaebol 
companies entered into the market where fragmental companies were 
dominating. Since it has been socially criticised, the Korean government enacted 
relevant policies as a solution. 
 
The United Kingdom seems to be affected by the strong coercive pressures to 
drive CSR. Kinderman (2012) shows the relationship between CSR in the UK and 
the rise of neoliberal economic policies associated with Margaret Thatcher in the 
1980s. Moon (2005) also relates the emergence of CSR in the UK to the fact that 
the Thatcher governments downsized the role of the state, both as a regulator 
and provider of social goods and services. During this period of deregulation and 
privatization, business leaders of the largest UK corporations proclaimed a 
distinct call to take on new social responsibilities (Kinderman 2012). 
 
UKDTI (2004) represents that the role of the UK government was to mainstream 
CSR into the practice of corporate management by maximising its contribution to 
attain both business success and sustainable development goals. 
 
As one of the European frontrunners in CSR, the UK government appointed the 
Minister for CSR until 2008 when the position was abolished. The government 
emphasized that shareholder value and CSR is complementary rather than 
contradictory (Moon 2005) by adopting a governmental level of CSR strategies 
and action plans to promote CSR (Steurer 2010). For example, the UK 
government adopted a µ6XVWDLQDEOH 3URFXUHPHQW $FWLRQ 3ODQ¶ in 2007 (DEFRA 
2007) which aimed to be a leader in Sustainable Procurement by 2009. Moon 
(2005) concludes that CSR in UK started as a neo-liberal concept of de-
regulations. Also, CSR has matured from philanthropy toward a more 
strategically integrated CSR with the concept of triple bottom line management. 
Different institutional setting shows different characteristics (Brammer, Jackson 
and Matten 2012). Both countries can be compared on a general level, as in the 
table below. 
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Table5. Comparison between the United Kingdom and South Korea 
 South Korea The United Kingdom 
Structure of the 
Economy 
State-Led Market Economy 
(SLME), toward LME 
Liberal Market Economy 
(LME) 
Key institutional 
CSR driver 
Coercive pressure 
(Government) 
Coercive pressure 
(Government) 
Historical CSR 
Motivation 
Military regime 
(Industrial paternalism) 
Thatcherism 
(Deregulations) 
Role of 
Government 
Strong Regulation toward 
big conglomerates 
Promoting CSR ³explicitly´ 
through CSR Minister 
Government¶s 
Focus Areas 
Economic responsibility 
-Economic growth 
-Poverty reduction 
Ethical responsibility 
-Sustainable procurement 
-Sustainable development 
Recent trend Philanthropic CSR towards 
strategic CSR 
Philanthropic CSR towards 
strategic CSR 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
This dissertation mainly conducted an institutional analysis of CSR in South 
Korea. It answered the three major research questions regarding CSR in South 
Korea (e.g. meaning of CSR, drivers of CSR and comparison to CSR in the United 
Kingdom) through the methodology of semi-structured interviews with twenty 
CSR professionals in South Korea. The answers were examined through the 
lenses of key CSR theories and frameworks such as the CSR pyramid (Carroll 
1998), corporate citizenship theory (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008) and 
institutionalization theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 1995; Campbell 
2007; Aguilera et al. 2007). Institutionalization theory places CSR explicitly 
within a broader field of economic governance, characterized by different modes 
of the market and government regulation etc. (Brammer, Jackson and Matten 
2012). The theory represents the dynamics of CSR in South Korea regarding 
power relations among stakeholders and the characteristics of institutional CSR 
pressures (e.g. coercive, mimetic and normative pressures). 
 
In South Korea, the most important institutional driver for CSR is government, 
promoting and regulating social responsibilities. Under the State-Led Market 
Economy, it showed a clear approach to ³developmental CSR .´ In fact, ³Economic 
UHVSRQVLELOLW\´ has been its priority rather than the other three responsibilities 
(e.g. legal, ethical and discretionary) in Carroll¶s CSR pyramid. However, it is 
different from the Western concept of pursuing ³profit maximisation´ because 
the goals of both government and business are aligned. In this sense, although 
corporate citizenship theory (Crane, Matten and Moon 2008) puts corporations 
on the same level as government, the hierarchy needs to be shown to explain 
the concept RI³corporation as government´ in the South Korean context. Also, 
regarding ³stakeholder as citizen ,´ the relationship between the governing body 
of the corporation and the government should be presented because the Korean 
economy has a peculiar structure, so called ³chaebol´ under the State-Led 
Market Economy. 
 
The South Korean society understands CSR as philanthropy since corporations 
drive it as a main area of CSR. Also, it is found that that this philanthropy has 
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been linked to the purpose of short-term economic performance which leads CSR 
to be window-dressings or to a smokescreen (Basu and Palazzo 2008; Hanlon 
2008). Continued corporate corruption scandals in 2013 bring about a greater 
image of distrust toward businesses. This comes from the short-term oriented 
CSR activities which are disconnected from the corporate strategy. However, as 
people¶s perception to business matures, the South Korean society will require a 
much higher level of ethical responsibility towards business. Therefore, at the 
company level, there is a movement that claims that CSR needs to be more 
proactive by having a long-term integrated CSR strategy rather than taking a 
reactive stance toward temporary issues (Porter and Kramer 2011). 
 
Moreover, the effects of globalisation have been significant in establishing stricter 
transparency practices for the nation as a whole through the period of 
overcoming the Asian financial crisis in 1997. The traditional relationship 
between ³power´ and ³money´ which has been located at the core of Corporate 
Social Irresponsibility has been tackled at the national level by restructuring the 
economy. However, this dissertation found that Korean corporations cannot feel 
much impact from globalisation at the company level because recent global CSR 
initiatives are not coercive measures.  
 
The proliferation of CSR will enhance national competitiveness through 
enhancing governmental transparency as well as through the enhancement of a 
corporations¶ competitive advantage. Corporations have a unique characteristic 
to maximise the efficiency of its resource use. Without direct business impact or 
urgency, corporations would realistically hesitate to motivate themselves. As 
discussed in this dissertation, institutional motivations (e.g. government policy, 
culture, social norms and institutional motivations) are influential to a 
corporations¶ decision to engage in CSR.  
 
It would be difficult to extend findings of this dissertation as generalised factors 
of CSR in South Korea. For further research about CSR in South Korea, it is 
recommended to consider more political (e.g. history of democracy) and cultural 
factors (Confucianism and the pali-pali mentality) which influence the CSR of 
Korean corporations. Moreover, a comparative study would require further 
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interviews with CSR professionals in the UK as well.  
In conclusion, CSR can be established when society demands a higher level of 
overall ethical standards. Coercive measures have been found as the most 
powerful CSR driver for corporations. Prior to the government¶s CSR policies, 
coercive pressure was influenced and initiated by public opinion on social issues. 
As people¶s perception regarding CSR advances, institutional CSR motivations 
(e.g. coercive pressure, normative, mimetic and relational pressures) will be 
enhanced. Importantly, the philosophy of D FRUSRUDWLRQ¶V management will 
ultimately be the strongest motivation for a corporation to drive CSR. This can 
be achieved through the promotion of ³YROXQWDU\DFWLRQ´ as a way to enhance a 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
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APPENDIX 
1. Interview questions 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
 
This interview is conducted for the Master¶s dissertation of Corporate Social 
Responsibility at the University of Nottingham. It is designed 1) to explore how 
South Korean business understands CSR, 2) to identify (domestic/ global) CSR 
drivers and obstacles 3) to compare CSR in South Korea with that of the UK and 
Japan. The confidentiality of your answers will be secured in every case. 
 
 
1. What is your role and responsibility? 
z Name/Position 
z Role and responsibility 
 
2. Would you please tell me about your organization? 
z Number of employees 
z Line of business 
z Is it a typical Korean company (or global player)? 
z Does it have a specialised department for CSR? 
 
3. How do you or your organization understand CSR (what is socially responsible 
behaviour? / is it within the legal requirements or beyond that)? 
z Discretionary responsibility 
z Ethical responsibility 
z Legal responsibility 
z Economic responsibility 
 
4. What drives your organisation to engage in CSR (global/domestic driver)? 
z Coercive political/policy change 
z Mimetic industry peer pressure 
z Normative pressure (because it is good) 
z Global market pressures/International standards 
z Social expectation (stakeholders) and cultural pressure 
z To pursue financial performance 
 
5. What do you think is the special role of government in CSR? 
z Perception on the relationship between government and business 
 
6. How does your organisation engage in CSR? 
z Is it similar to the activities of industry peers in the Korean market? 
z Or, is it similar to the activities of industry peers in the Global market? 
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7. Were there any changes in CSR strategies or employee perception regarding 
CSR within your organisation? 
 
If yes, what has changed and why? 
z Was it a domestic reason? / Was it a global reason? 
 
If no, why not? 
z Was it good enough? Are there plans to improve? 
 
8. How do you feel about the CSR in your company (or the industry as a whole)? 
z What are the strengths of the CSR activities in your company? 
z Or what are the weakness/obstacles that prevent ideal CSR in your 
organisation? 
 
9. What are difference between the global headquarters and the South Korean 
branch? (for companies that have a presence in UK or Japan only) 
 
10. How do you perceive CSR? Is it more similar to µwindow dressing¶ or to 
µstakeholder oriented¶ management? 
 
 
 
 
 
Se Woo Jung 
International Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility 
University of Nottingham 
 
lixswju@nottingham.ac.uk 
+44 77 8433 6996 (Nottingham) 
+82 10 8316 3956 (Seoul) 
 
 
 
I consent that the answer for this academic interview will be used soley for the 
academic purpose of the master¶s dissertation. 
 
Name/Signature:________________ 
Date:_________________________ 
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2. Interview questions (Korean) 
 
 滎怾滆 
 
決 汾瘶拶垚 欇剳 噾砋窊堆穟剖 凃欇堆穟毖 CSR 洊击 昣斲穟氊 嚂怾櫶割庂 氊空 柪柢
穞彶, 1) 穢剳(匶櫋)斲箒儆 CSR汊 檺嫁冒 決空穞垚儆? 2) CSR汞 剳喺χ歾 犚滊壟匶 愕 
沫橦殚暒垚 怺櫍汾儆? 3) 穢剳 CSR刂 欇剳/沂懾 CSR汞 捊剖櫶割庂 徯洇求嵢 昪凊夞櫎
枻城埪. 勆穞汞 埻懆汆 穟朦殯壊嵢廒 斲殯夞彶, 埻懆櫖 堆穢 捊愆氦滆 愕 沂熺汞 抎決汻
決 愢旣穞滆 橐汒汊 檗滆空 渂柢匶 愚岓城埪. 
 
1. 浶滇 喺 勆穞汞 櫳穦刂 煋沊憚氊垚 怺櫍沋城卒? 
z 決床/滇煋 
z 基埿櫋怺 暒儢 
 
2. 浶滇櫖 堆穢 儢殚 暒儢庂 抆症 姢廃城埪. 
z 沊滇毖朞 愕 浶滇勢微垚 檺媦穯城卒? 
z 櫋涋 愕 昢捊枪垚 怺櫍沋城卒? 
z 穢剳凊 匶櫋沋城卒? 嬖垚 埪剳洇 匶櫋沋城卒? 
z 浶滇 喺 CSR汊 洊基抆昢庂 殺欇穞柳城卒? 
 
3. 勆穞 愕 浶滇汆 CSR汊 檺嫁冒 決空穞柳城卒? (斲箒洇求嵢 煋沊儖 沎垚 筢壟汆 怺櫍
汊 廖穞喞殚? / 憛汞 渆朞庂 汞惾穞喞殚, 憛汞 勢洢 決旇汞 冉汊 廖穞喞殚)? 
z 沖氦沲峏洇 (斲箒击竒) 斲箒煋沊  
z 氪庲洇 汞惾汞 斲箒煋沊 
z 憛洇 汞惾汞 斲箒煋沊 
z 凃洢洇 汞惾汞 斲箒煋沊 
 
4. 浶滇汞 CSR 犚滊壟匶垚 怺櫍汾儆殚? (剳喺殚汾/剳洢殚汾)? 
z 洛獞 嬖垚 洛抆 洛煋洇 懆筚 堆汗 (Coercive) 
z 壟涋匶櫋 (凃泇斲)汞 CSR 壊沋汊 汾柣 (Mimetic) 
z 愚岒滇穢 沂決匶 婒怾 (Normative) 
z 匆嵢憒 柢沫櫖昢汞 橛崫 / 剳洢祢渆 (ISO 26000, ISO 14001 姷) 
z 決空分凊沖(斲箒)汞 匶堆 
z 沲怺昷刂 洢処庂 氊空 
 
5. CSR 犚滊櫖 沎檺 洛抆汞 欇窫汊 愡処 凊柦儆殚? 
z 穢剳斲箒櫖昢 洛抆歆 匶櫋儊汞 分凊垚 檺媦穞埪処 懺柳城卒? 
 
6. 浶滇決 犚滊穞垚 CSR 筢壟汆 怺櫍決彶 檺嫁冒 殺欇穞柳城卒? 
z CSR 筢壟決 剳喺 凃泇斲歆 氦斲穢 笛痢汾儆殚? 
z CSR 筢壟決 空歾 凃泇斲歆 氦斲穢 笛痢汾儆殚? 
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7. 浶滇(箒斲)汞 CSR 洊岻 嬖垚 CSR櫖 堆穢 沊滇毖汞 汾柣櫖 懆筚儆 沎櫎枻城卒? 
懆筚儆 沎櫎埪彺, 怺櫍決 愚唒櫎処 止 愚唒櫎埪処 懺柳城卒? 
z 勾 毖汾汆 剳喺櫖昢 愢旣夢 決氦汾儆殚? / 空歾櫖昢 欇窫汊 愡汆 冉汾儆殚? 
 
懆筚儆 櫌櫎埪彺, 止 懆筚儆 櫌櫎埪処 旣儇穞柳城卒? 
z 匶浺 CSR 筢壟 愕 汾柣決 犯把窎匶 婒怾汾儆殚? 儢昦凊箓決 沎枻城卒? 
 
8. 勆穞垚 浶滇(箒斲)汞 (嬖垚 斲箒洊愞) CSR 筢壟汊 檺嫁冒 磏儆穞処 凊柦儆殚?  
z 浶滇(箒斲)喺 CSR 筢壟 犚滊決 毖筢粎 決差檺 滆処 沎枻城卒 (儛洖)? 
z 勾崍滆 橐埪彺, CSR 犚滊汊 洆空穞垚 殚暒垚 怺櫍汾儆殚 (檃洖)? 
 
9. 匆嵢憒 懾斲歆 穢剳滆斲汞 CSR 筢壟汆 檺嫁冒 埪幾儆殚? (欇剳凊 愕 沂懾凊 匶櫋廒 
空埿) 
 
10. 穢剳匶櫋汞 CSR決 ³Window dressing´ 愕 µStakeholder management¶ 渗 檺娚
櫖 塚 儆卣埪処 旣儇穞柳城卒? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Se Woo Jung 
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